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ABSTRACT 
Dynamic Response of Multi-Degree of Freedom Structure with Sliding Isolation 
System and Uplift 
by 
Venkata Srivishnu Mohan Vemuru 
In this study the two dimensional dynamic response of a Multi Degree of Freedom 
(MDOF) sliding isolated structure permitted to uplift is studied. The MDOF super-
structure is supported by two sets of sliding bearings situated at both the ends of the 
base mat. The foundation supporting the sliding bearings is assumed to be flexible 
and modeled using two sets of viscoelastic spring-dashpot systems attached below 
the sliding isolation bearings. The nonlinear stick-slip behavior of the friction based 
sliding isolation system is modeled using a hysteretic Bouc-Wen model. A nonlinear 
analytical model is formulated which takes into account the linear equations of motion 
of the superstructure and the base mat with stick-slip behavior of sliding isolators and 
in addition the following effects: uplift and loss of contact at the sliding bearings, and 
variation of coefficient of friction with velocity and bearing pressure. For comparison 
purposes fixed base structure with uplift is also modeled. The analytical model is 
solved using a two-step solution methodology and Pseudo-force method is employed 
for calculating the nonlinear forces acting on the structure at the interface of sliding 
isolation system in both the horizontal (stick-slip) direction as well as the vertical 
(uplift-contact direction). 
The analytical model developed is validated using experimental results of a 1:4 scaled 
model. Parametric study is performed with the analytical model (at full scale) by 
varying the periods of the superstructure, time period of the sliding isolation system, 
slenderness ratio of superstructure, vertical stiffness of foundation and pulse excitation 
parameters. The dynamical response of the MDOF structure with sliding isolation 
and uplift permitted is compared with sliding isolation with uplift prevented and fixed 
base structure with uplift respectively. The behavior of the MDOF system is studied 
for both near-source earthquake ground motion and their corresponding cycloidal 
approximations. The results of the study highlight the advantages of the combined 
mechanism of sliding isolation and vertical uplift for reduction of structural response 
of a MDOF system, as compared to the case without uplift and the case without 
sliding. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the analysis of slender multi-degree of freedom (MDOF) structures subjected to 
earthquake ground motions it is generally assumed that the structure is firmly at-
tached or anchored to the ground and calculations are made to ascertain if the 
moment of resistance to overturning is sufficient to prevent the overturning of the 
structure. In extreme cases where the incumbent overturning moments exceed the 
available capacity, additional capacity is provided with the aid of pile foundations or 
anchoring mechanisms that are capable of handling these uplift tensile forces. It was 
observed by researchers (George W. Housner [1]), that slender structures with insuf-
ficient resistance to overturning withstood severe earthquake in a better manner with 
minimum damage in comparison to other stable structures with adequate overturning 
resistance. The reduction observed in structural response due to the provision of up-
lift under extreme loadings has since recieved considerable attention from researchers 
since then. 
In this study a combined mechanism of friction based sliding isolation system and 
uplift permitted in a structure is considered with the aim of reducing the structural 
response of the building to strong ground motion. The problem is formulated as a 
MDOF system with the equations of motion governing the uplift incorporated into it. 
The friction based sliding isolation system is modeled using a comprehensive nonlinear 
mathematical model. The pseudo-force method is chosen to solve the highly nonlin-
2 
ear problem formulated in this study. The equations of motion and the nonlinear 
mathematical model of the sliding isolation system are incorporated into an efficient 
matrix formulation. The accuracy of the analytical model and the solution method 
chosen is verified by comparison with results obtained from experiments performed 
in an earlier study by Nagarajaiah [2] on a reduced scale MDOF test structure. The 
analytical model developed at reduced scale is scaled to prototype based on laws of 
similitude. In order to ensure that the details of the analytical model are not lost 
during scaling, the responses of the test scale and the prototype are scaled and com-
pared for both earthquake and cycloidal pulse inputs. The response of a full scale 
MDOF structural system to earthquake ground motions and appropriate trigonomet-
ric cycloidal pulses is studied by using the full scale analytical model. The response 
of the MDOF sliding-isolated structure permitted to uplift when subjected to the 
aforementioned ground motions is studied in detail and compared with the response 
of MDOF structural system with sliding isolation alone and uplift alone. 
1.1 Motivation 
During the 1960 Chilean earthquake wide spread damage to structurally stable reinforced-
concrete, elevated water tanks was observed. However certain seemingly unstable 
structures performed very well during the earthquake and drew the attention of re-
searchers. Housner [1] was the first researcher to study the problem in detail and iden-
tify the favorable effects of uplift on structural response. The problem of studying the 
effects of uplift on structures and to study the behavior of rocking blocks/structures 
subjected to different inputs has received considerable attention by researchers. Ex-
perimental studies done have also validated the claims made by researchers that uplift 
leads to reduction in structural shear and deformations. Experiments were performed 
3 
by Nagarajaiah et al. [3] at SUNY Buffalo on a quarter scaled slender base-isolated 
six storeyed structure with a large aspect ratio; they also developed analytical mod-
els for MDOF sliding isolated structures (without including the effect of uplift in 
it). During experiments it was observed that the overturning moments acting on the 
structure were large enough to cause separation at the sliding isolation level, and in 
certain cases uplift was observed. Though the concept of sliding isolated structure 
with uplift has been considered in earlier studies, their limited scope and the need 
for a more comprehensive investigation is the primary motivation for this study. Na-
garajaiah [2] developed an analytical model for sliding isolated structure with uplift 
and validated it using experimental results [3]. In this study the analytical model 
is further updated and enhanced to include additional nonlinear effects. The main 
motivation of this study is to extend the study by Nagarajaiah [2] by modeling the 
complex nonlinear dynamics, performing further validation of the analytical model, 
scaling the analytical model from test scale to prototype and to conduct extensive 
parametric study using the scaled analytical model. The advantages of allowing uplift 
in sliding isolated structures is evaluated by comparing its response to that of sliding 
isolation structures without uplift and fixed base structures with uplift. 
1.2 Key Contributions 
The main contributions of this study are as follows: 
1. The analytical model of a sliding isolated MDOF structure permitted to uplift 
developed in an earlier work by Nagarajaiah [2] is enhanced and used in this 
study. The analytical model of the sliding isolated multistory shear structure 
on flexible foundations is described in detail in chapter 3. The analytical model 
4 
includes the following effects: lateral, rocking, vertical dynamic response; stick-
slip behavior of the sliding isolators; stiffness and damping of the elements 
supporting the sliding isolators; uplift and loss of contact at the sliding interface; 
variation of coefficient of friction with velocity; variation of coefficient of friction 
with bearing pressure; and P-A effects. In the analytical model the MDOF 
structure is assumed to be resting on two sets of sliding bearings supported 
by spring-dashpot elements, one at each edge of the base mat. The sliding 
interfaces remain in contact only through compressive forces because of gravity 
and cannot resist uplift forces, they can only provide an upward reaction force. 
Under strong ground motion, the uplift forces acting on the sliding bearings can 
be large enough to lead to separation of sliding bearings from the foundation. 
The supporting forces cannot provide a reaction at an uplifted edge until contact 
at the sliding interface is re-established. 
2. Validation of the analytical model using experimental results from previous 
studies by Nagarajaiah [2], 
3. Investigation of scaling of the test structure to prototype. 
4. Detailed parametric study of the sliding isolated MDOF system with uplift to 
variations in structural period (Ts), base isolation period (Tb), pulse excitation 
parameters (Tp, ap),vertical period of the MDOF system (i.e. vertical period of 
the supporting foundation Tv), and slenderness ratio of the MDOF system (a). 
5. Detailed investigation of the aforementioned cases and their time history re-
sponse and response spectra when subjected to a suite of near fault earthquakes 
and their respective cycloidal pulses . 
5 
1.3 Outline of thesis 
The second chapter of the thesis presents the literature review. The literature review 
consists of three subsections where previous relevant studies performed on the effect of 
uplift on dynamic response of structures is described in chronological order, relevant 
studies done on problems associated with combined sliding and uplift in structures 
are described and an introduction is given to near-source ground motions and the sig-
nificance of these motions for the present study is explained. The third chapter gives 
a detailed formulation of the problem and the solution algorithm employed to solve 
the problem. The fourth chapter gives details of the test structure and the experi-
mental setup which were used for performing the experiments. Experimental results 
and the analytical results generated from the analytical model using the same input 
are presented and compared. In chapter five a detailed evaluation of the dynamic 
response of MDOF structural system to parametric variations in structural period, 
base isolation period, duration of input pulse and acceleration amplitude of input 
ground motion, slenderness ratio of the MDOF structure and vertical vibration pe-
riod of the system are presented and discussed. In chapter six the results of the three 
different structural configurations (sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed 
with uplift) of the MDOF structural system subjected to earthquake ground motion 
and their corresponding cycloidal approximations are presented. The conclusions of 
the study are summarized in chapter seven. 
6 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Uplift in Structures 
Housner [1] was the first researcher to study the problem of structures with uplift in 
detail and identify the favorable effects of uplift on structural response. The problem 
of structural response of structures with uplift has since then attracted the atten-
tion of many researchers. Housner [1] analytically examined the response of a rigid 
block to single square acceleration pulse, a half sine-wave pulse and an approximate 
analysis for earthquake motion. Housner also studied the effect of slenderness on over-
turning and explained the presence of a certain "unexpected scale effect" that makes 
the taller blocks more stable in comparison with the smaller block. In conclusion, 
Housner points out that analysis using the concept of constant horizontal force un-
derestimates the stability of tall slender block structures. Meek [4] studied the effects 
of tipping/uplift on the response of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system and 
reported that allowing the SDOF system to tip/uplift altered its natural frequency 
and led to significant reductions in base reactions. Meek [4] also points out in the 
same study that allowing uplift led to reduction of transverse deformations. Further 
meek performed analysis of a core-stiffened buildings Meek [5] and concluded that in 
comparison with a fixed-base core-braced structures, tipping greatly reduces the base 
shear and moment when subjected to seismic excitation. 
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To complement the analytical studies done, experiements were also performed at the 
University of California, Berkeley. Experimental shake table studies were conducted 
on a 3-story building [6], and it was observed that allowing uplift led to significant 
reduction in the structural force response quantities, in comparison to the cases where 
the structure was fixed to the base. The main reduction in response was observed for 
seismic loading and ductility demand. Further experimental tests were carried out on 
a nine-story steel frame at Berkeley [7] and similar results were obtained where allow-
ing uplift led to drastic reduction in lateral loading experienced by the steel frame. 
The authors of the report conclude from the experimental results that allowing uplift 
limited the maximum amount of lateral loading experienced by the structure, further 
increase in transient lateral loading acting upon the structure resulted in further dis-
placements but did not lead to increase in internal forces. The authors summarize 
their results in the article [8] and discuss the accuracy of their analytical prediction 
in comparison with the experimental results obtained in the above study [7]. 
Psycharis and Jennings [9] incorporate the dynamics of the foundation into the study 
of effects of foundation uplift on structural response. They used two simple models to 
represent the flexibility of the foundation and its energy dissipation capability: Win-
kler foundation with spring-damper elements distributed evenly at the base of the 
structure and a two spring-dashpot elements placed symmetrically under the base of 
the foundation. Though the conclusions of the study were not decisive enough, they 
establish the equivalence between the use of Winkler foundation and the more simpler 
two spring-dashpot model. Yim and Chopra (1984 [10]) conducted a very detailed 
analytical study of the SDOF structural system with uplift permitted. Using a two 
spring-dashpot foundation model to represent the supporting soil, and modeling the 
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base mat as a rigid entity they developed a simple structural system to begin with. 
By neglecting the response of the higher modes by using Rayleigh-Ritz method they 
numerically evaluate the response of the structural system to earthquake ground mo-
tion. From the numerical studies they draw the conclusions that: foundation mat 
uplift is favorable for reduction of base shear in short period structures, and also that 
uplift is sensitive to slenderness ratio of the structure. A more detailed description 
of the formulation of the problem by Yim and Chopra [10] is reported in [11]. An 
earlier study by the same authors [12] on rigid blocks did not lead to conclusive results 
or systematic trends observed between the structural parameters and the observed 
resopnse of the structure. 
Spanos and Koh [13] studied the dynamic behavior of rigid block on a rigid plane 
subjected to horizontal harmonic excitation, and came up with the concept of over-
turning stablity diagram in the amplitude versus frequency plane for rigid blocks. 
The authors used a linear approximation to the nonlinear equation governing the 
response of the rigid blocks. The same researchers (Koh and Spanos [14]) extended 
their work by incorporating a winkler foundation at the base of the rigid block to 
take into account the dynamics of the foundation and found an approximate analyt-
ical solution for predicting the rocking amplitude of the rigid block due to horizontal 
excitation. Hogan [15] analyzed in considerable detail the rigid block model under 
rocking under harmonic excitation and demonstrated the existence of various orders 
of subharmonic response in the solution. An analytical study undertaken by Tso 
and Wong [16] also demonstrated analytically the existence of different steady state 
solutions of the rigid block to a given excitation amplitude and frequency. The au-
thors complement their analytical study [16] with experiments in another paper [17]. 
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Hogan compares his analytical study [15] with the experimental work done by Wong 
and Tso [17] in a separate paper [18] demonstrating that bulk of the experimental re-
sults published by Wong and Tso [17] are in good quantitative agreement with theory 
in his previous work [15]. Zhang and Makris [19] study the transient rocking response 
of free-standing rigid blocks when they are subjected to physically realizable cycloidal 
pulses. Using the expressions of cycloidal pulses, the authors find analytical solutions 
to the transient rocking response of free-standing rigid blocks. And by mapping the 
stability of these blocks onto acceleration-frequency plane of the input cycloidal pulse, 
they plot "safe" and "unsafe" regions with regards to the stability to overturning of 
the free-standing rigid blocks. They further reveal two distinct modes of overturn-
ing: overturning after one or more impacts, overturning without any impact. They 
reveal the complex shape of the minimum overturning acceleration spectra and con-
clude that peak ground acceleration and geometry of the block alone cannot predict 
its stability. Recent work on rigid blocks include the experimental and analytical 
study performed by Pena et al. [20]. They perform a comprehensive experimental 
study involving 275 shake table tests of four blue granite stones with different geo-
metrical characteristics under free vibration, harmonic and random motions. They 
use analytical tools as well as numerical tools based on Discrete Element Method to 
validate their experiments and find good agreement with free vibration and harmonic 
excitation based experimental results. Palmeri and Makris [21] revisit the problem 
of rocking response of slender/rigid structures on a viscoelastic foundation using a 
non-linear formulation. The researchers combine the non-linear equations of motion 
of the rocking block together with impulse-momentum equation during impacts and 
conclude that the response of the rocking blocks depend on the size, shape, slenderness 
of the block and stiffness and damping of foundation and energy loss during impact. 
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The authors identify different trends observed in the response, including for instance 
the tendency of less slender and smaller blocks to separate easier from the viscoelastic 
foundation and also identify that rigid blocks with smaller angle of slenderness exhibit 
less sensitivity to damping, coefficient of restitution of the foundation. The authors 
use the non-linear formulation developed to further estimate the response of a bridge 
tower that resembles the geometry of the tower of the South Rangitikei viaduct in 
New Zealand, and conclude that it is preferable to use a soft isolation device as it 
reduces the probability of complete separation. 
Oliveto et al. [22] model the problem of uplift for a SDOF system using full non-
linear equations of motion derived assuming large rotations and small deformations. 
The conclusions that they draw also confirm with the older observation that uplift 
has the effect of reducing the structural response and of modifying the frequency of 
elastic oscillation. Midorikawa et al. [23] performed experimental shake table study 
on a half-scale three-story braced steel frames. The scaled steel frame were fitted 
with base plates that yield due to column tension facilitating uplifting of the columns 
and frame was subjected to scaled earthquakes in the study. Experimental results 
demonstrated that column base shears in the rocking frames with column uplift are 
reduced by about 52% in comparison with the fixed-base frames. 
2.2 Sliding and Uplift in Structures 
In addition to the effect of vertical motion of an uplifting system on fixed base struc-
tures, studies have also been conducted on effect of various vertical motions on base 
isolated systems. Lin and Tadjbakhsh [24] study the effect of vertical motion on 
friction-driven isolation systems by using a simple first-order effect model and two-
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dimensional formulation of a two body motion. They observed that the relative dis-
placement of the masses, the normal force and the friction force between the masses 
were sensitive to the natural frequency of the soil-foundation interface. The study 
by Lin and Tadjbakshi did not take uplifting of structure nor the geometric effects of 
the masses exclusively into account. Andreas [25] performed simulations considering 
both uplifting and sliding of rigid blocks on frictional foundations. Andreas modeled 
the problem as a two degree of freedom and came up with a numerical procedure and 
joint models to discretize the problem aiding in its solution. The authors identify the 
limitations of the highly idealized model and outline the need for more refined models 
before coming to definite conclusions. The study by Patel and Spyrakos [26] was one 
of the first studies undertaken to include the effect of both sliding and uplift on the 
response of flexible structures subject to seismic excitations. The methodology em-
ployed by Patel and Spyrakos includes the use of Boundary Element Method (BEM) 
to model the semi-infinite soil medium and Finite Element Method (FEM) to model 
the foundation and superstructure. By the means of a numerical example of nuclear 
containment structure subjected to El Centro earthquake they demonstrate that the 
case of uplift with sliding leads to significant reduction in base shear in comparison 
with the case of uplift alone. 
The challenges faced by researchers for practical implementaion of base-isolation in 
taller buildings included the large overturning moments acting on the structure. These 
large overturning moments and the associated uplifting tendency of the superstructure 
under the action of these moments were viewed as undesirable since base-isolation sys-
tems were uncapable of handling such uplift forces. For sliding isolation systems the 
possiblity of loss of contact at sliding bearings due to the large overturning moments 
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and large impact forces exerted on the bearings in the event of a rocking motion 
of the structure were considered undesirable for the safety of the sliding bearings. 
Various researchers Griffith et al. [27] and Nagarajaiah et al. [3] came up with inno-
vative uplift-restraining devices to restrain/limit the amount of uplift in base-isolated 
structures. Griffith et al. [27] conducted experimental study on a nine story quarter 
scale model and observed during the experiments that even though the uplift restraint 
devices did not lead to increase in higher-frequency response of the structure it lead 
to an increase in the maximum story accelerations by about two times. In both the 
experimental studies it was observed that uplift restraint devices were effective in 
resisting uplift forces. 
Experimental studies performed by Nagarajaiah et al. [3] on slender (aspect ratio « 
5.0) sliding isolated structure with uplift restraint devices led to a successful uplift 
restraining mechanism that engaged smoothly and led to the eventual development 
of a reliable analytical technique that could predict the experimental response of the 
system [3]. 
Wang and Gould [28] conducted an analytical study in which they investigated the 
response of single story structure with sliding isolation system between the base slab 
and rigid basement, and with uplift permitted in between the rigid basement and 
foundation. They employ a fourth-order semi-implicit Runge-Kutta scheme to solve 
the nonlinear differential equations of motion which model the uplift mechanism and 
the sliding mechanism of sliding isolation system. They also derive a criteria that 
governs the transformation from a full contact phase to the base uplift phase in their 
study. It was concluded in this numerical study that the combination of sliding and 
uplift led to considerable reduction of top floor displacement and also led to the re-
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duction of maximum amount of uplift of the structure in comparison to the system 
with uplift only. However only a Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) structure with 
sliding isolation system was considered. The important comparison between sliding 
isolated structure with and without uplift was not considered in order to evaluate the 
influence of uplift. Also the study didn't consider the dynamics in the vertical direc-
tion (base was assumed to be rigid), variation of axial force on sliding isolators and 
its effect on coefficient of friction, contribution of higher modes, the effect of uplift on 
the reduction of the earthquake forces or base shear considered in the design of the 
superstructure. In addition the effects of variation of base isolation period, slender-
ness ratio and varying strengths and characteristics of excitation were not considered. 
Only harmonic 1985 Mexico City earthquake and 1940 El Centro earthquake were 
considered in the study. 
From the aforementioned review it is evident that a comprehensive study of the be-
havior of multistory sliding isolated structures with uplift has not been done although 
preliminary investigations have shown that the combined action of sliding and uplift 
has great potential to improve the performance of response of structures. 
2.3 Near-source earthquakes 
Of all the ground motions considered the most challenging to accomodate are referred 
to as near source earthquakes by seismologists owing to their vicinity to the source or 
the causative fault of the earthquake. Motions recorded near the source of the earth-
quake have been observed to have large and rapid ground displacements (0.5 m - 1.5 
m) and large peak velocities (> 0.5 m/s). These motions are the result of stress waves 
moving in the same direction as the fault rupture, thereby being crowded together 
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to produce a long-duration pulse (Makris [29]). It is the presence of these long dura-
tion pulses that makes near source ground motions especially detrimental for flexible 
structures, such as moment resisting frame buildings (Hall et al. [30]). By studying 
the response of high-rise and base-isolated structures to a blind thrust earthquake of 
high energy magnitude Mw Heaton et al. ( [31]) observed that exceptional measures 
are required of the base isolation system to maintain the functionality of the build-
ing. It is hence essential to take into account these set of strong ground motions to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the combined sliding and uplift MDOF system proposed 
in the present study. 
2.4 Summary 
From the literature review above it is evident that the effect of permitting uplift on 
the structural response has been investigated extensively. The problem of combined 
effects of sliding and uplift has not received much attention. Experimental studies 
performed till date on base isolated structures with a likelihood of uplift were done 
with the objective of studying the feasibility and characteristics of restraint devices 
whose main purpose was to prevent or limit the uplift. Analytical studies by Wang 
and Gould [28] which highlight the favorable effects of combined sliding and uplift on 
the response of the superstructure is not comprehensive enough as described earlier. 
Hence there is a need to study the sliding with uplift problem in a more comprehen-
sive detail. In this study the problem of sliding with uplift is formulated for a MDOF 
sliding isolated structural system with uplift. A comprehensive nonlinear mathemat-
ical model developed by Nagarajaiah [2] is adopted and further enhanced to take 
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into account all the nonlinear effects. The model is validated by more experimental 
data from the experiments performed by Nagarajaiah et al. [3] at SUNY Buffalo. 
The updated model is used to perform extensive parametric studies to investigate the 
influence of various parameters of the dynamical system oil the response of the slid-
ing with uplift structural system. The response of the sliding with uplift structural 
system is compared to the response of sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift 
structural configurations. The inputs used for these numerical studies encompass a 
suite of near-source ground motions and physically realizable cycloidal pulses used to 
approximate them. 
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Chapter 3 
Problem Formulation 
In this chapter the equations of motion governing the multi degree of freedom (MDOF) 
sliding isolated structure with uplift are formulated. The equations governing the 
hysteretic model used for modeling the sliding isolation system are introduced and 
described in detail. The equations of motions of both the superstructure and sliding 
isolation system are incorporated into a convenient matrix formulation suitable for 
efficient implementation in a computer program. Pseudo-force method used for solu-
tion of nonlinear equations of the hysteretic model is described and the detailed steps 
of the solution algorithm that implements the pseudo-force method to solve the above 
matrix formulation are outlined. The response quantities used in the present study 
are outlined and the normalization factors used to normalize the calculated response 
quantities are described towards the end of the chapter. 
3.1 Equations of Motion 
The MDOF sliding isolated structural system consists of a superstructure resting on 
a rectangular rigid base mat, the base mat rests through gravity onto two sliding 
isolators mounted on spring-dashpot elements placed at each end of the base mat. A 
schematic of the proposed system is shown in figure 3.1. The sliding isolation system 
(described in detail in 4.1.2) consists of an upper steel plate attached to the base mat 
and a teflon-disc bearing placed on top of a load cell attached to the support. The load 
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cell is modeled as a two-spring dashpot system in the present study. The base mat 
rests on the spring-dashpot elements by gravity and is not fixed to the spring-dashpot 
elements. The supporting elements hence can provide only an upward reaction force 
to the foundation but are incapable of developing any downward pull. The base mat 
is attached to the ground in the lateral direction using viscous springs to serve the 
purpose of a recentering mechanism. 
The superstructure is idealized and modeled as a lumped mass model of a multi degree 
of freedom (MDOF) system. Each floor of the MDOF system is assumed to be rigid 
enough so that the lateral displacements of the floors with respect to the base mat are 
a result of deformations of the columns and the mass of the structure is idealized to 
be concentrated at floor levels. The base mat is also considered rigid. Hence each lat-
eral degree of freedom is idealized to be at the floors levels of the superstructure and 
the base mat level. In addition to these degrees of freedom, the rotation and vertical 
displacement of the centre of gravity of base mat are also taken into consideration. 
The equations of motion of the entire system are derived by taking into account the 
equilibrium of the structural system. 
Consider a MDOF base isolated structure subjected to ground motion, the free body 
diagram of the MDOF system with inertial forces is shown in figure 3.2. The three 
equilibrium equations are, 
1. Equilibrium of forces acting on each degree of freedom in the horizontal direction 
( £ ^ = o). 
2. Equilibrium of moment about the center of the foundation of the mat Ma = 
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Figure 3.1 : Schematic of the Experimental setup 
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3. Equilibrium of forces in the vertical direction (Y^Fy = 0). 
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Figure 3.2 : Free body diagram of the base isolated MDOF system with uplift 
In the present study, the rotations are assumed to be small enough so the following 
approximation can be made 
Considering the equilibrium of forces in the horizontal direction = 0), n equa-
tions of motion corresponding to the n degrees of freedom are: 
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m\(ui + h\6) + C\(ui — U2) + ki{u\ — u2) = —miug — m\Ub ~ mihi9g 
{ui + hid) . 
-mi (v + g) 
n 1 
: (3.2) 
mn(un + hnQ) + cniin + knun = -mnug - mnub - mnhn8g 
(un + hn6) . 
- mn (v + g) 
where 
Hi, iii, Ui - Acceleration, velocity and deformation of the ith degree 
of freedom (of superstructure) relative to the base 
u*, u*, u* - Modal acceleration, velocity and deformation of the ith 
degree of freedom (of superstructure) relative to the base 
tib, ub, Ub - Acceleration, velocity and displacement of base mat rel-
ative to the ground 
9 , 9 , 9 - Angular acceleration, velocity and rotation of the base 
mat 
hi - Height of ith degree of freedom from the base 
rrii - Mass of ith degree of freedom of the super structure 
ki - Stiffness of ith degree of freedom of the super structure 
Ci - Damping of ith degree of freedom of the super structure 
mb - Mass of base mat 
kb - Stiffness of base spring 
Cb - Damping of base spring 
u0 - Ground acceleration 
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9g - Rotationary acceleration (mainly arising out of the non-
linear shake table superstructure interaction) 
In the equilibrium equations considered above for the n degrees of freedom of the 
superstructure, the columns are considered to be axially rigid and the vertical accel-
eration v is not taken into account, only the acceleration due to gravity g is taken 
into account. The dynamics in the vertical direction are accounted by considering 
the entire superstructure as a rigid mass in the vertical direction. Hence the modified 
equations 3.2 at each DOF are: 
TOi(iii + h\6) + c\{iii — U2) + k\{u\ — u2) = —miug — m\ub — mihiOg 
(iti + hid) 
V 
(3.3) 
mi - g 
ni 
mn(un + hn0) + cniin + knun = -mnug - mnuh - mnhn9g 
(un + M ) 
- mn r g 
K 
The equilibrium of forces in the horizontal direction for the base mat yields: 
mbub + y ] mjili + rrijhj6+cbub + kbub+Ffe = -mbug - ^ mjUg - ^ mihjOg (3.4) 
i=1 i=1 i= 1 i=1 
where Fb is the combined horizontal force acting on the base of the mat from the 
friction based sliding isolators at both ends of the system. It is represented as the 
sum of the forces acting on the both the ends of the base mat resting on the two 
spring foundation model as shown in figure 3.1. 
F
 b = fbl+fbr (3-5) 
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where f^ and fbr refers to the nonlinear forces acting at the Teflon-steel interfaces at 
the left and right end of the base mat respectively. The procedure for calcualtion of 
nonlinear forces and fbr is described in detail in subsection 3.3. 
The vertical reaction forces acting on the base mat at the point of contact of the base 
mat and the spring dashpot system is as follows 
Fvi = -kfVi - cfbi i = l,r ( 3 . 6 ) 
v + b9 Left Column, i.e. % — I 
Vi = (3.7) 
v — b6 Right Column, i.e. i = r 
< 
where 
kf - stiffness of the vertical spring dashpot system at both 
ends of the base mat 
Cf - damping of the vertical spring dashpot system at both 
ends of the base mat 
i), v, v - Vertical acceleration, velocity and displacement of the 
center of gravity of the base mat 
Here FVI refers to the reaction force acting on the base mat at the point of contact 
of the base mat and sliding isolation system, where the subscript i refers to either 
the left or the right reaction force (I, r). Whenever either of the reaction force 
becomes negative, the base mat is assumed to have separated from the surface of the 
sliding isolation system and uplifted. Under such circumstances the resultant vertical 
reaction at that sliding bearing is assumed to be zero and this change in vertical 
reaction is incorporated into the equilibrium equations as illustrated below. 
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FVI < 0 Uplift occurs and hence FVI = 0 
The resultant of the vertical upward reaction acting on the base mat is given by 
FV FVI FVR 
-2kfV — 2cfv Contact at both edges (3.8) 
—kfV ± kfbO — CfV ± cjbO Left or Right edge uplifted 
Taking moment about the centre of the foundation of the base mat ( ^ M = 0) we 
get 
h0 + + + M r = ~h0g - ^ m i h i { u g + hidg) 
i=1 i=l 
n 
+ mi(Ui + hi&){v + g) 
i=i 
neglecting the influence of vertical acceleration i) we get 
(3.9) 
h0 + rnihi(ui + M ) + M r = ~h0 g - ^ rriih^Ug + M s ) 
i=i 
n 
+ ^2mi(Ui + M ) 5 
Z—1 l (3.10) 
i=i 
where M r the moment of resistance is offered by the two spring system at the base 
and is derived by considering the forces acting on the free body diagram of the base 
mat alone (figure 3.3): 
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Fvi mb(v + g) 
Fvr 
Figure 3.3 : Free body diagram of the base mat 
M r = (Fvr - Fvl) x b 
2cfb2d + 2kfb26 Contact at both edges (3-ll) 
Cfb29 =F Cfbv + kfb20 =f kfbv Left or Right edge uplifted 
Equations 3.8 and 3.11 are written as follows 
F v = —£i kfV — £2 kfbO — eiCfi — e2 Cfbd (3.12) 
M r = eiCfb29 + c2Cfbv + ea kfb26 + e2 kfbv (3.13) 
Where, 
2 Contact at both Edges 
£ l = { (3.14) 
1 Left or Right Edge Uplifted 
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0 Contact at both Edges 
£2 = - 1 Left Edge Uplifted (3-15) 
1 Right Edge Uplifted 
The final equilibrium of forces in the vertical direction (J^ FY = 0) can be formulated 
as follows 
mi + mb)v + F v = - mi + mb)g 
i=1 i=l 
mtv + F v = — mtg (3.16) 
where 
m t - Total mass of the superstructure and base mat 
F v - The total vertical reaction acting on the base mat, given 
by the equation 3.12 
Whenever the base mat reestablishes contact with the sliding isolators after a duration 
of uplift the energy of the impact is assumed to be dissipated through the spring-
dashpot elements of the vertical foundation alone. The nature of the impact of the 
base mat with the sliding isolators is assumed to be completely elastic and hence no 
energy is assumed to be lost in the impact itself. 
3.2 Matrix formulation of equations of motion 
The equations of motion of the super structure (equation 3.3) can be written in matrix 
formulation as follows 
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M-raxraiijjxl + CnxnUraxl KnxnUnxl — MnxriR-; •nx2 
Ug + Ub 
+ < 
(3.17) 
2x1 
The equations of motion governing the base mat (equation 3.4 and 3.10) can be 
written in matrix formulation as follows 
•R"2xnMnXn ^ Unxl + R-nx2 
Ug + Ub 
+ I 2x1. 
Ub 
-
,b2x2 + K, 
ub 
b2x2 
2x1 
+ 
2x1 
Ug + Ub 
eg + e 
Fb 
MR 
+ 
2x1 
= 0 
(3.18) 
2x1 
where 
M 
C 
K 
Mass matrix of the superstructure 
Damping matrix of the superstructure 
Stiffness matrix of the superstructure 
ii, u & u - Acceleration, velocity and deformation vectors of the n lateral 
DOFs of the superstructure 
KFE2X2 and Cb2x2 refers to the 2 x 2 matrices which takes into account the stiffness and 
the damping for the base mat in each degree of its freedom (i.e. ub and 6) respectively. 
They are defined as 
Kt>2x2 -
h 0 
0 ke 
C&2X2 — 
Cb 0 
0 ce 
The terms kg and eg are assumed to be zero since the influence of these terms on 
the response of the base mat are accounted for in the equation 3.13 for calculation of 
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moment of resistance M r . 
R-nx2 refers to the matrix of influence coefficients, i.e., the matrix of displacement and 
rotations at each floor (or degree of freedom) of the superstructure resulting from a 
unit displacement and unit rotation at the base of the structure. It is given as 
R = 
1 /ii 
1 h„ 
(3.19) 
nx 2 
The deformation of the n lateral DOFs of the superstructure can be expressed in 
terms of the modal coordinates as follows: 
u„xi = $„xnu; x l (3.20) 
Where, 3>„xn refers to the eigen vector matrix whose columns represent the set of 
orthogonal vectors normalized with respect to the mass matrix of the superstructure, 
and u*x l represents the modal deformation of the superstructure. Hence 
(3.21) 
Using the above relation 3.20, equation 3.17 can be written as follows 
M n x n 3> n x n u n x l + C n x r a $ n x r j u n x l + K n x „ $ j j x n u n x l — 
iig + itb I (3-22) 
_ M „ v n R „ v 2 < 
+ 
2x1 
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premultiplying equation 3.22 by <E>^ xn we get 
Inxniinxl + ^ x n C n x n $ n x n U * x l + $^x nK ) l x r a$ J l x nU*x l = 
^ n x n n X n x 2 
Ug + Ub 
eg + e 
(3.23) 
2x1 
Equation 3.18 governing the response of the base mat of the structure can be rewritten 
using the relation 3.20 as follows 
^ x n ^ n x n rax 2 
Ub 
Ug + Ub 
+ 1 
Ug + Ub 
+ Mb2x2 { > + 
2x1. 
•^ 2x2 } + K*>2x2 
2x1 
Ub Fb 
TS/L 
2x1 
2x1 
> = 0 
2x1 
(3.24) 
R-LnM n x n ^ n x n f i n x l ( R , 2 x n ^ n x n R - 2 x n + -^62x2) 
+ 1 
+ Cb2x 
Ub 
+ K 
Ub 
&2x2 + < 
2x1 2x1 
Fb 
MR 
2x1 
= 0 
(3.25) 
2x1 
Equation 3.23 and 3.25 can be consolidated into a single matrix equation as follows 
I $ t M R 
R T M $ R T MR + MT 
> + < + 
K* 0 \ K 
< 
0 K b IUfc 
U n 
iift 
0 
Fb 
MR 
+ 
C* 0 
0 cb 
U n 
1lb 
$ T M R 
RTMR + M6 
Un 
(3.26) 
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Where, u^ refers to the vector consisting of deformation and rotation of the base mat. 
U 6 = < 
Ub 
Hence, 
iif,, U;,, U(, - Acceleration, velocity and deformation vectors of the 
base mat 
K* refers to the diagonal modal stiffness matrix given by 
••. 0 0 
K* = <frTK<l> = 0 cof 0 
0 0 '•• 
C* refers to the diagonal modal damping matrix given by 
(3.27) 
C* = = 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 ••• 
And, 
(3.28) 
- Damping ratio in % present in ith mode of the super-
structure 
Ui - Natural frequency of the zthe mode of the superstructure 
Equation 3.26 represents the finalized condensed matrix equation. This equation in 
conjunction with equation 3.16 represents the combined dynamics of base isolation 
and uplift for a MDOF system. 
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3.3 Sliding Isolation system 
The sliding isolation system used in the current study consists of a sheet-type Teflon-
steel interface sliding bearing in conjunction with a recentering mechanism consisting 
of springs which provides the necessary stiffness for recentering. The Teflon-steel 
interface sliding bearings used in the current study were tested and modeled for the 
first time by Mokha et al. ( [32]). In testing of sliding bearings researchers Mokha et 
al. ( [32]) observe that the coefficient of sliding friction increases rapidly with sliding 
velocity, up to a certain value of velocity beyond which it remains almost constant. 
It was also observed that increase in pressure tends to reduce the coefficient of sliding 
friction. The sliding coefficient of friction is modeled using the equation 
= fmax - D f x (3.29) 
where, 
lib - Velocity at the sliding interface 
niiib) - Coefficient of friction depending on the velocity at the 
sliding interface 
fmax - Maximum mobilized coefficient of sliding friction 
Df — fmax - Difference between maximum and minimum coefficients 
of sliding friction 
a - A consant value for given bearing pressure and condition 
of interface 
The generalized hysteretic Bouc-Wen model [33] is defined by the equation 
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YdZ + -y\ub\Z\Z\ + (3ubZ« - Aub = 0 (3.30) 
Z A hysteretic dimensionless quantity 
7, (3,A, 77 - Dimensionless constants 
shear displacement of teflon 
Velocity at the sliding interface 
The Bouc-Wen hysteretic model collapses to a viscoplastic model when A = 1 and j3 
+ 7 = 1, in theory true stick-slip behavior is better approximated with rigid-plastic 
behavior. However, it was observed from experimental results that in practice teflon 
undergoes a small elastic shear deformation (of the order of 0.005-0.02 inches ) before 
sliding commences and the transition to slip-mode occurs. By taking this small yield 
displacement into account we get a finite but large value of initial stiffness. Hence 
in the current study the rigid plastic model has been approximated by a viscoplastic 
hystertic model with a large value of initial stiffness. The rate dependency of this 
model is reduced by using a high value of rj in this study. 
The frictional force acting at the sliding isolation interface is calculated using the 
equation 
Ff = n{ub) x W x Z (3.31) 
where, 
fx(ub) - Coefficient of sliding friction calculated using equation 3.29 
W - Normal force acting on the teflon-steel interface 
Z - A hysteretic dimensionless quantity 
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The above equation for frictional force was derived based on the assumption that 
the teflon steel interface was horizontal with respect to the ground. However in the 
experimental setup used for validating the results (Nagarajaiah et al. [3], Nagarajaiah 
[2]) it was observed that the interfaces were inclined by 0.5 The effect of inclination 
of sliding isolation was taken into account for calculation of frictional force 
F} = [/Lt(uf,)cosJ - sgn(-ub)sin<5] x W x Z (3.32) 
where, 
5 - inclination of sliding interface 
sgn - signum function 
It was noted by Nagarajaiah et al. [34] that during earthquake motion tests, the values 
of fmax and fmax — Df varies from 0.15 to 0.19 and from 0.06 to 0.10 respectively. The 
value of the constant a was noted to be 0.55 sec/in. (21.6 s/m). In the present study 
these values have been taken into account and the variation of sliding coefficient of 
friction with pressure was incorproated into equation 3.29 so as to enable it to be 
capable of modelling the changes observed in bearing pressure during testing. The 
modified equation is 
l*(Ub,p) = fmax (p) ~ A / ( P ) X 
fmax(p) = 0.1453 - O.Ollp + 0.000857p2 (3.33) 
A f ( p ) = 0.0553 - O.Ollp + 0.000857p2 
The maximum and minimum values of pressure were limited to 6.5 psi and 0.5 psi 
respectively to capture the variation in pressure observed. Hence the sliding coefficient 
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of friction is modified to include both the effects of velocity of sliding interface and 
pressure acting on the sliding bearing. Hence frictional force at each end of the base 
mat is finally calculated using the following equation: 
FF = [/J,(UB,P)COS8 - sgn(?ib)sin5] x W x Z (3.34) 
where N(UB,P) is calculated using equation 3.33. The weight W acting on the sliding 
bearing is equal to normal reaction force acting at either end of the base mat (FVI). 
The mathematical model used for modeling the sliding isolation system in this study 
represented by the equations 3.34 and 3.33 takes into account the following behavior 
of teflon-steel interface sliding bearings: 
1. Stick-slip behavior of teflon-steel bearings 
2. Variation of sliding coefficient of friction with velocity 
3. Variation of sliding coefficient of friction with bearing pressure 
4. Change in frictional force due to inclination of the sliding interface 
5. Variation of axial force/bearing pressure on sliding bearing 
3.4 Solution Algorithm 
The equations of motion of the entire structural system (expressed in a combined ma-
trix representation in equation 3.26) is solved using a two-step solution methodology. 
Equation 3.26 can be written as follows 
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MU 4 + CUT + Ku t + f t = P (3.35) 
At time t + At 
MFL[+Af + C U ( + A t + K U 1 + A I + ft+At = PT+At (3.36) 
Written in the incremental form the above equations can be written as 
MAtit+&t + CAfi t + A t + KAu i + A ( + Af t + A t = P t + A t - Mfi t - C i t - Ku ( - f t (3.37) 
Here, M, C, K, and P represent the reduced mass, damping, stiffness and load 
matrices. The incremental nonlinear force vector Aft+At is unknown. This vector is 
brought to the right hand side of the equation 3.37 and treated as a pseudoforce vector. 
The solution algorithm chosen in this study (Nagarajaiah et al. [35] [36]) implements a 
two-step solution methodology to solve 3.26, the equations of motion of superstructure 
are solved using the unconditionally stable Newmark's constant-average-acceleration 
method. The differential equation governing the behavior of the nonlinear sliding 
isolation elements is solved using the unconditionally stable semi-implict Runge-Kutta 
method (Rosenbrock [37]) suitable for solution of stiff differential equations. At each 
time step an iterative corrective pseudoforces procedure is employed untill equilibrium 
is achieved or tolerance limits are reached within each time step with regards to the 
corrective pseudoforces. The solution algorithm developed by Nagarajaiah et al. 
( [35] [36]) is present below: 
1. Initial conditions 
(a) Form stiffness matrix K, mass matrix M, and damping matrix C. Initialize 
UQ, UQ and UQ. 
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(b) Select the time step At and set pararmeters 5 = 0.25 and 6 = 0.5, and 
calculate the integration constants: 
ax 5(At 
1 
a2 6 At 
1 
25 
n 
a 4 U 
JKt 
r\ 
a5 
V 
5 / s\ 
a6 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
J 
(c) form the effective stiffness matrix 
K* = aiM + a4C + K (3.44) 
(d) Triangularize K* using Gaussian elimination (only if the time step is dif-
ferent from the previous step). 
2. Iteration at each step 
(a) Assume the pseudoforce vector 
Af i+ A t = 0 (3.45) 
at iteration i = 1 within the time step t + At. 
(b) Calculate the effective load vector at time t + At 
Pt+At = A P i + A i - Af l+ A t + M(a2u t + a3ut) + ... 
C(a5u t + a6u t) (3.46) 
A P t + A t = P t + A t - (Miit + Ca t + Ku f + f t) (3.47) 
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(c) Solve for displacement at time t + At 
(3.48) 
(d) Update the state of motion at time t + At 
Ut+At = ut + aiUt+At - a2ut - a3ut (3.49) 
Ut+At = Ut + aiUlt+At - a5ut - a6ut (3.50) 
U t + A t — U t + U \ + A t (3.51) 
(e) Compute the state of motion at each bearing and solve for the nonlinear 
forces at each bearing using the semi-implicit Runge-Kutta method. 
(f) Compute the resultant nonlinear force vector at the centre of mass of the 
(g) Compute 
|Afi+1 — Afi I 
Error = ''
 c
t + M t + A t l
 (3.52) 
ref. max moment 
where |.| is the euclidean norm. 
(h) The above mentioned iteration is continued if Error > tolerance. For the 
(i) If Error < tolerance no further iteration is necessary, the nonlinear force 
vector is updated ft+At = ft + Af t i m e step is reset and iterations 
commence for the next time step starting from 1 (a). 
The pertinent response quantities are calculated from the time histories at the end of 
each simulation and are used for generation of spectra. Numerical simulations were 
performed for the following three cases using this algorithm 
base Af; • i + l t+At 
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1. Sliding with uplift - This refers to the case where the sliding isolated MDOF 
structure is permitted to uplift. The solution algorithm developed in section 
3.4 was specifically developed for determination of dynamic response of MDOF 
system in this configuration. 
2. Sliding without uplift - This refers to the case where the sliding isolated MDOF 
structure is not permitted to uplift and the structure behaves as a sliding iso-
lated MDOF structure. The solution algorithm developed in section 3.4 was 
modified to eliminate the conditions of uplift from it. Hence the structure can 
only undergo sliding and the sliding bearings are assumed to be firmly attached 
to the foundation (spring dashpot foundation elements). For the sliding with-
out uplift system it is assumed that the relationship of the sliding coefficient of 
friction with pressure is similar both for compression and well as tension. 
3. Fixed with uplift - This refers to the case where the base of the structure is 
restrained from any horizontal motion but the columns are allowed to uplift. 
3.5 Near-source earthquakes and trigonometric approxima-
tions 
Near-source earthquakes exhibit distinct coherent pulses in their ground motion and 
this is regarded as one of the main reasons for their destructive potential. In some 
cases, the coherent pulses observed are distinguishable not only in displacement and 
velocity histories, but also in the acceleration history of the ground motion. In other 
cases, the acceleration histories recorded near the source contain high-frequency spikes 
in the acceleration history and resemble the traditional random like signal; however, 
their velocity and displacement histories uncover a coherent long-period pulse with 
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some overriding high-frequency fluctuations. The paper by Makris [38] is subject of 
a detailed evaluation of the destructive potential of the two different classes of near-
source ground motions described above. 
The relatively simple shape of near source ground motions have motivated various 
researchers to develop closed form expressions which can approximate their leading 
kinematic characteristics. In this study the most energetic pulse of the near source 
ground motion are approximated using cycloidal pulses proposed by Makris et al. 
( [29], [39]). These cycloidal pulses can adequately describe the impulsive character 
of near-source ground motions both qualitatively and quantitatively. Though the 
time histories of the response of a structure under cycloidal pulse inputs might not 
be an exact match to the time history for earthquake inputs, the cycloidal pulses are 
able to capture the response characteristics observed in the response spectrum. 
Each cycloidal pulse can be described by one set of parameters either acceleration , 
ap, and duration, Tp, or velocity , vp, and duration, Tp. In addition to the distinction 
made in the two sets of near-source ground motions the paper by Makris [38] also 
clearly outlines that peak pulse accleration is a better indicator of the strength of the 
pulse. Hence in this study the pulses will be denoted by their acceleration, ap and 
duration, Tp. The cycloidal pulses that are used in this study are physically realizable 
and are defined as follows: 
3.5.1 Type-A Cycloidal pulse 
A Type-A cycloidal pulse approximates a resulting forward ground motion at the 
end of the earthquake. It can also be described as a one-sine acceleration pulse and 
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the analytic expressions for the acceleration, velocity and displacement is given by 
(Jacobsen and Ayre 1958 [40], Makris 1997 [29]) 
ilf(t) =LOp^-sm(Lupt), 0<t<Tp (3.53) 
= 7 - J ' 0 <t<Tp (3.54) 
< ( * ) - T ^ s i n ^ ) , 0 < t < Tp (3.55) M
 Z Zojp 
A plot of acceleration, velocity and displacement of a Type-A cycloidal pulse is given 
in figure 3.4. 
3.5.2 Type-B Cycloidal pulse 
A Type-B cycloidal pulse approximates a forward-and-back pulse. The analytic ex-
pressions for the acceleration, velocity and displacement is given by (Makris 1997 [29]) 
uf(t) = copvpcos{ojpt), 0 <t<Tp (3.56) 
uf(t) = vpsin(ojpt), 0 <t<Tp (3.57) 
uf (t) = ^cos(upt), 0 < t < Tp (3.58) <jJp tUp 
A plot of acceleration, velocity and displacement of a Type-B cycloidal pulse is given 
in figure 3.5. 
3.5.3 Type-Cn Cycloidal pulse 
Near-source ground motions where the displacement history exhibits one or more long 
duration cycles are approximated with Type-C pulses (Makris and Chang 2000 [39]). 
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Pulse Type-A, ap = 1 m/s2, vp = 0.31831 m/s, Tp = 1 sees 
Figure 3.4 : Accleration, Velocity and Displacement of a Type-^4 Cycloidal Pulse with 
ap = 1.0 m/s2, vp = 0.318 m/s, Tp = 1.0 s 
The analytical expressions for the acceleration, velocity and displacement of a type-C„ 
pulse are defined by 
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Pulse Type-B, ap = 1 rn/s2, vp = 0.15915 m/s, Tp = 1 sees 
3 4 
Time (sees) 
0.06 
? 
£ 0.04 
a 
s 
J 0.02 Q. 
.a 
Q 
0 
A \ / \ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Time (sees) 
Figure 3.5 : Accleration, Velocity and Displacement of Type-i? Cycloidal Pulse with 
ap = 1.0 m/s2, vp = 0.519 m/s, Tp = 1.0 s 
Ug(t) = LOpVpCOs(lOpt + (p), 
ug (t) = vpsm(iOpt + <p) - vpsm(if), 
0 < t < [ n + - — — ) Tp 2 7T 
(3.59) 
o<t< + j r „ 
(3.60) 
(t) = —-cos(w„£ + <p) - i U s i n M + —cos(^), 0 <t< [n + ^---)Tp 
6J„ V 2 7T 
1 
(3.61) 
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The expressions for the cycloidal pulses defined above are continuously differentiate 
signals. The value of the phase angle, ip, is deteremined by ensuring that the ground 
displacement remains zero at the end of the pulse. A type-Cra pulse with a frequency 
iop = 2tt/TP has du ra t i on T = (n + 1 / 2 ) T P — 2(p/u>p = (n + 1 /2 — <p/ir)TP. Imposing 
the condition of zero ground displacement at the end of Cn we get 
(n+l/2—<p/ir)Tp 
ug(t)dt = 0 (3.62) 
Upon evaluation of the integral in 3.62 the equation simplifies to 
cos[(2n + l)7r — p>} + [(2 n + \)ir — 2(p]smip — cos ip = 0 (3.63) 
The solution of the above transcedental equation 3.63 yields the value of angle p. 
The value used for Ci pulse is 0.06977T and the value used for pulse is 0.04107T. 
A plot of acceleration, velocity and displacement of a Type-Ci and Type-C2 cycloidal 
pulses are given in figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. 
L 
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Pulse Type-Ci, ap = 1 m/s2, vp = 0.15915 m/s, Tp = 1 sees 
Figure 3.6 : Accleration, Velocity and Displacement of a Type-Ci Cycloidal Pulse 
with ap = 1.0 m/s2, vp = 0.519 m/s, Tp = 1.0 5 
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Pulse Type-C2, ap = 1 m / s 2 , vp = 0.15915 m/s, Tp = 1 sees 
Figure 3.7 : Accleration, Velocity and Displacement of Type-C"2 Cycloidal Pulse with 
ap = 1.0 m/s2, vp = 0.519 m/s, Tp = 1.0 s 
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3.6 Response variables and Normalization 
The response variables of interest that have been considered in the current study are 
as follows: 
Vs - Maximum absolute value of structural shear acting at the base 
of the superstructure 
amax - Maximum absolute value of the top floor absolute acceleration 
udef - Maximum value of the top floor deformation relative to the base 
Ub - Maximum absolute value of the lateral base displacement 
Vmax - Maximum absolute value of the vertical uplift observed at the 
centre of gravity of the base mat 
Rn - Vertical Reaction acting at the base mat 
The value of u^ef is calculated from the modal deformations u* as follows 
U-nxl — ^nxn X U.
 n x \ (3.64) 
Udef = u(n) 
The value of structural shear acting at the first story of the superstructure is calculated 
as follows 
n 
Vs = ^ K r a x n x u n x i (3.65) 
i=1 
The normalization adopted in this study is based on the study by Makris and Black 
[41], in which normalization variables are arrived at through a rigorous dimensional 
analysis approach. Based on this approach the authors propose a finite length scale 
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Response Variable Normalization factor 
Structural shear, Vs W 
Top floor acceleration, amax ap 
Top floor deformation, Udef 
Base displacement, 
Vertical displacement, vmax 
Reaction at base mat, Rn W 
Table 3.1 : Normalization factors used for response variables 
of ground excitation Le « apJthat is relevant to the structural response. This 
length scale Le is also called the persistance of the most energetic pulse to generate 
inelastic deformations [41]. Normalizing the response of rigid-plastic and elastoplastic 
oscillators [41] to pulse excitations the authors elucidate that the response curves 
becomes self-similar with respect to each other. It has been adopted in this study not 
to study the self-similar aspect of the response of the structure but rather because 
it has been arrived at based on the assumptions of a sound mathematical basis. 
This length scale is adopted as the normalization factor for all the displacement 
and deformation response quantities evaluated i.e. vertical displacement vmax, base 
displacement and top floor deformation u^ef • The top floor acceleration amax of the 
structure is normalized with respect to the acceleration of the pulse ap. For practical 
purposes, the structural shear Vs and the normal reaction Rn are normalized with 
respect to the weight of the structure W. A list of normalization factors used for the 
response variables considered are enlisted in table 3.1. 
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3.7 Summary 
In this chapter the equations of motion governing the MDOF base isolated struc-
ture are derived in a detailed manner in section 3.1 and their matrix formulation 
is described in section 3.2. The hysteretic Bouc-Wen model used for capturing the 
stick-slip behavior of the friction based sliding isolation system used is described and 
the differential equations governing the model are introduced in section 3.3. The 
equations used for approximating the sliding coefficient of friction in terms of veloc-
ity and pressure are also described in section 3.3. Section 3.3 describes the nonlinear 
equations used for modeling behavior of the sliding isolation system. The stick-slip 
behavior of the sliding bearings is modeled using a hysteretic Bouc-Wen model and 
a nonlinear equation models the relationship of the sliding coefficient of friction with 
the pressure and velocity at the sliding bearings. The two-step solution methodol-
ogy used for solving the analytical model described above in conjunction with the 
nonlinear differential equations governing the sliding isolation system is described in 
detail and the steps of the solution algorithm are enlisted in section 3.4. The im-
plementation of the Pseudo-force method used for calculating the nonlinear forces 
(at the sliding isolation interface) is described in the steps of the solution algorithm. 
The analytical expressions for the cycloidal pulse types - A, B and Cn are detailed in 
section 3.5. The response variables that are of interest for comparison of response of 
the structure for all the three cases when subjected to different inputs are enlisted in 
section 3.6. The normalization factors used for normalizing the response variables is 
also introduced in section 3.6. The experimental results and the results of simulations 
are presented in chapters 4 and 5. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental Validation 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
4.1.1 Test Structure 
Experiments were performed on a test frame located at SUNY Buffalo by Nagara-
jaiah et al. ( [2]). The tested model was a 1:4 scaled model and consists of a steel 
frame six stories tall (Nagarajaiah et al. [3]), one bay wide and braced in the weak 
direction (the direction of testing). Concrete blocks were added to the structure to 
satisfy mass similitude requirements, and the weight of the resulting model was 51.4 
kips (229.2 kN). The distribution of weight with height was 7.65 kips (34.1 kN) at the 
sixth floor, 7.84 kips (34.9 kN) at the first to the fifth floors, and 4.56 kips (20.3 kN) 
at the base. The sliding isolation system employed consisted of teflon-steel interface 
sliding bearings placed between the base and the shake table. 
The natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes of the structure in the 
braced direction (testing direction) under fixed-base condition were determined ex-
perimentally. For system identification, compensated white noise (0-50 Hz) with an 
amplitude of 0.04 g peak table acceleration was used. The absolute acceleration 
transfer functions of the six floors of the fixed-base model were used for determining 
the structural parameters using model identification techniques. The results of first 
mode frequency and damping were confirmed by pull-back tests and the free vibration 
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records obtained from the same. The measured rocking frequency was 3.4 Hz in the 
isolated condition (Nagarajaiah et al. [3]). 
The test structure was instrumented with a combination of accelerometers, linear 
potentiometers, sonic displacement transducers, and load cells to record the response 
of the structure for all input excitations. The axial force, shear force, and moment 
at the bearing level were measured using load cells placed below the sliding bearings. 
The shake-table rocking input due to shake-table-structure interaction was measured 
by means of two vertical accelerometers placed at the ends of the shake table in the 
testing direction. The vertical or uplift displcements at the sliding bearings were mea-
sured by potentiometers connecting the top and bottom plate of the sliding bearings. 
The vertical displacement measurements were made at two bearing-load cell locations 
in the test direction, so that the vertical displacement in both cycles of the structural 
response could be measured (Nagarajaiah et al. [2]). 
4.1.2 Sliding Isolation System 
The sliding isolation system considered [3] consists of four sliding Teflon-disc bear-
ings, which were placed between the base and the heavy-duty load cells resting on 
the shake table, and helical spring units, which were placed between the base and the 
shake table. The upper steel plate of the bearing is faced with a polished stainless-
steel plate underneath. The lower steel plate of the bearing has an unfilled Teflon 
disc, 2.8 inches (71.1 mm) in diameter, recessed on its top. The lower steel plate is 
surrounded by a high-hardness Adiprene (urethane rubber) disc. The lower plate is 
held by a shear-uplift restriction mechanism to prevent large uplifts. The Adiprene 
disc allows some limited rotation and vertical displacement of the lower steel plate, 
so that full contact is maintained between the polished stainless-steel plate and the 
Teflon disc. The bearing allows 2.8 inches (71.1 mm) of movement from the center 
of the bearing (i.e., a total movement of 5.6 inches, or 142.24 mm) in the testing 
direction. 
The load cells supporting the bearings had 50 kips (222.4 kN) of axial load capacity 
per load cell. The load cells were placed on top of the leveling plates resting on top 
of the shake table. The leveling plates were level with a system of bolts, and the load 
cells were bolted down to the shake table and grouted in this position. Measurements 
of the inclination of the plates revealed that, on an average, the four sliding plates 
were inclined by 0.5° in the testing direction. This measurement of inclination was 
incorporated into the analytical model used for modeling the sliding isolation system. 
The helical steel-spring units provided the restoring force or recentering capability, 
and carried a total compressive load of 1.4 Kips (6.23 kN), with the remaining weight 
of the model carried by the four sliding bearings. Each spring unit consisted of 
three helical springs with free lengths of 7.5 inches (190.5 mm), external diameter 
of 3.1 inches (78.7 mm), and wire diameter of 0.512 inches (13 mm). The spring 
units provided restoring force or recentering capability by deforming in shear. The 
measured stiffness characteristics of the system with four spring units were nonlinear 
elastic with: 
1. A stiffness of 1.54 kips/inches (0.27 kN/mm) to 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) base 
displacement; and 
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2. A stiffness of 2.68 kips/inches (0.47 kN/mm) beyond 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) base 
displacement 
The rigid body mode period Tb of the sliding base-isolated structure, considering 
only the stiffness of the springs and disregarding the frictional force, was found to be 
1.4 s when four springs were used [2]. The coefficient of friction at the Teflon-steel 
interface depends on the velocity and the bearing pressure. The coefficient of friction 
is modeled in this particular study using the modified equation 3.33 described in 
section 3.3. During tests under various earthquake inputs, the values of f m a x varied 
between 0.1 and 0.14, and the values of A / varied between 0.03 and 0.06, with a = 
0.55 sec/inches (21.6 sec/m). For these values of coefficient of friction, the mobilized 
peak frictional force is 7 kips (31.1 kN). The peak restoring force due to the four 
helical spring units is 4.8 Kips (21.3 kN) for a peak displacement of 2 inches (50.8 
mm). Hence, the ratio of peak frictional force to peak restoring force indicates a 
sliding system with weak restoring force. Hence permanent base displacements at the 
end of earthquake pulses were observed ocassionally. 
4.2 Experimental Results 
Experiments were performed on the 1:4 scaled model described in experimental test 
setup in section at SUNY Buffalo by Nagarajaiah [2], The scaled model was sub-
jected to El Centro and Pacoima earthquake records. The earthquake records were 
time scaled by a factor of two to satisfy similitude requirements. 
The shake table rocking input arising due to shake-table-structure interaction and 
the lateral acceleration given to the shake table were recorded using the accelerom-
eters fixed to the shake table as described in the experimental setup. The recorded 
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Superstructure 
DOF fi (Hz) & (%) rrii (Kips) 
1 3.63 3.0 7.64 
2 15.27 1.5 7.84 
3 21.90 1.0 7.84 
4 29.03 1.0 7.84 
5 35.55 1.0 7.84 
6 47.06 1.0 7.84 
Angular Degree of Freedom 
DOF fd (Hz) Ze (%) lb (Kips-in2) 
6 3.48 3.14 72 
Base mat 
DOF fb (Hz) 6 (%) rrib (Kips) 
b 3.14 - 4.56 
Slenderness ratio a - 4.86 (« 5.0) 
Table 4.1 : Properties of the Quarter Scale Test structure 
rocking input data and the earthquake record used for experimenets were used as 
inputs to simulate using the solution algorithm the response of the scaled structure 
for both ElCentro and Pacoima Dam ground motions. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the 
comparison between the experimental and analytical results; good agreement is ob-
served in both. The plotted values in both the figures are the top floor deformation 
(with respect to the base), structural shear normalized by the weight of the structure, 
base displacement (in inches), axial force (in the left load cell), base shear normalized 
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-0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.04 
VERT. DISPL. (IN) 
0.06 0.08 
Figure 4.3 : The displacement and vertical forces experienced at the foundation for 
El Centro ground motion, both experimental and analytical 
by the weight of the structure plotted vs. base displacement (in inches) and vertical 
displacement (in inches). The closeness of agreement of experimental and analytical 
results observed in figures 4.1 and 4.2 demonstrates the ability of the algorithm to 
capture the underlying physics of the combined sliding and uplift mechanism. 
It can further be seen from the plot of base shear (normalized by the weight of the 
structure) vs. base displacement (bottom left in figure 4.1 and 4.2 )for both the earth-
quakes that the Bouc-Wen hysteretic model used in the solution algorithm captures 
the nonlinear stick-slip behavior of the teflon-steel interface sliding isolators. The 
algorithm also predicts the base displacement and the vertical uplift with a very good 
accuracy. The ability of the algorithm to capture the complex nonlinear phenomenon 
of sliding combined with uplift forms the basis for further numerical studies. Figure 
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4.3 shows the experimental Axial force at the level of foundation as a function of 
vertical displacement in addition to results from the at the level of sliding bearing for 
El Centro ground motion. 
4.3 Investigation of scaling of test structure to prototype 
The quarter scale test structure was scaled according to laws of artificial mass simili-
tude [42]. The scaling factors that were used for reducing the full scale prototype to a 
quarter scale test structure used for the experimental study are enlisted in table 4.2. 
The analytical model developed in conjunction with the solution algorithm is able to 
capture the nonlinear dynamic response of the quarter scale model as is evident from 
the agreement between experimental and anayltical results for El Centro (figure 4.1) 
and Pacoima (figure 4.2) earthquake excitations. Before performing numerical studies 
using the prototype it is necessary to ensure that the response spectra of the quarter 
scale test structure and the prototype when scaled by the scaling factors (from Table 
4.2) are equal. The properties of the prototype after upscaling from the test structure 
are enlisted in table 4.3. 
Figure 4.4 represents the normalized response of the MDOF system for sliding with 
uplift case both for prototype and quater scale test model for the El Centro ground 
motion that was used for experimental testing. The prototype was subjected to 
a full-scale earthquake and the quarter scale test model was subjected to a scaled 
earthquake. It can be seen from the normalized response spectra plots of structural 
shear (Vs/W), top floor acceleration (amax), top floor deformation (Udef/hn), base 
displacement (ub/(2b)), normal reaction ( R n / W ) that the quarter scale model and 
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Parameter Scaling factor 1:4 scaled model 
Length Ir 1/4 
Time VTr 1/2 
Displacement lr 1/4 
Velocity V^r 1/2 
Acceleration 1 1 
Mass I'r 1/16 
Force I'r 1/16 
Table 4.2 : Scaling factors for the quarter scale experimental test structure 
the prototype both match quite well over the structural period of 1 to 5 s. The scaled 
time period T*caled is defined as follows: 
{ T s Prototype 
(4 1) 
2 x Ts Quarter scale model 
Differences however are observed in the normalized response spectra of the vertical 
displacement of the base mat (vmax/(2b)). Although the trend of the vertical displace-
ment response of the quarter scale model and prototype match well differences are 
observed in the magnitude of the vertical displacement response observed. Keeping 
in mind the high nonlinearities associated with the structure and the highly random 
nature of the earthquake the differences observed are still acceptable. Figure 4.5 rep-
resents the normalized response of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift case both 
for prototype and quarter scale model for cycloidal pulse type-A input with ap = 6.87 
m/s2 and Tp = 0.8 m/s2. It can be clearly seen from figure 4.5 how well the responses 
for both prototype and quater scale model match over the scaled time period (Tsscaled) 
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El Centro SOOE PGA 0.41g 
prototype Quarter scale model 
Figure 4.4 : Scaled Response Spectra of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift case 
for El Centro excitation 
of 1 to 5 s. Hence from the results we can conclude that the normalized response 
spectra of the prototype and quater scale model are in good agreement and hence 
prototype can be used for the numerical study with full confidence. 
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Pulse Type - A ap = 6.87 m/s2, Tp = 0.8 s 
— — Prototype - - - Quarter scale model 
Figure 4.5 : Scaled Response Spectra of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift case 
for pulse type-A excitation for ap = 6.87 m/s2 and Tp = 0.8 s 
4.4 Summary 
The details of the experimental setup that was used for conducting experiments is de-
scribed in this section. Results from those experiments is presented and the analytical 
model developed in chapter 3 is validated using these results. Good agreement is ob-
served in the results obtained from analytical model and experiments. It is observed 
that the analytical model is able to capture the nonlinear behavior of the sliding iso-
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Superstructure 
DOF fi (Hz) & (%) mi (Kips) 
1 1.82 3.0 122.31 
2 7.64 1.5 125.4 
3 10.95 1.0 125.4 
4 14.52 1.0 125.4 
5 17.78 1.0 125.4 
6 23.53 1.0 125.4 
Angular Degree of Freedom 
DOF f0 (Hz) 6 (%) lb (Kips-in2) 
e 1.74 3.14 18432 
Base mat 
DOF fb (Hz) 6 (%) rrib (Kips) 
b 1.57 - 72.89 
Slenderness ratio a - 4.86 5.0) 
Table 4.3 : Properties of the Prototype 
lation system very well in addition to vertical uplift observed at the sliding bearings. 
The ability of the analytical model to predict the experimental behavior of the struc-
tural system well forms the basis for further numerical and parametric studies. For 
numerical studies the quater scale test structure is scaled to a full scale prototype and 
fullscale earthquake records and their corresponding cycloidal pulse approximations 
were used as ground motion inputs. The effect of scaling of the test scale model to 
full scale prototype was investigated and it is observed that the normalized response 
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spectra of the prototype and the quarter scale model are in good agreement. Hence 
further numerical simulations are performed for the full-scale structure for all the 
three cases: sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift. The 
results of the numerical simulations are presented in the preceeding sections. 
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Chapter 5 
Response Analysis 
The response observed from numerical simulations was highly nonlinear in nature ow-
ing to the combined effect of uplift and sliding. A detailed explanation of the response 
of the MDOF system to various pulse inputs and earthquake inputs is described and 
the time histories of the response are given in this section for all the three cases: 
sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift. Comparison is also 
made with fixed base structure without uplift permitted case to highlight the energy 
dissipation capabilities of all the three cases mentioned above for different pulse in-
puts. 
A structural system with both sliding and uplift can be visualized as a system with 
energy dissipating capabilities in two different directions, i.e. in the horizontal di-
rection at the sliding isolation level and in the vertical direction due to uplift. The 
advantage of energy dissipation in two directions can be elucidated only by a proper 
comparison of both the different energy dissipation mechanisms acting alone on the 
MDOF system. Hence in the present and preceeding section the performance of slid-
ing isolated structure with uplift permitted would be compared to sliding isolation 
alone and fixed base structure with uplift permitted. 
When the fundamental natural period, Ts (or the first mode) of the MDOF structure is 
varied; all the eigen values of the superstructure are scaled by the same scaling factors. 
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Hence in this study variation of structural period Ts would refer to a uniform scaling of 
all the eigen values of the superstructure. Variation in base isolation period Tb refers 
to the change in the stiffness of the viscous springs of the recentering mechanism. 
5.1 Response to Ground Motion - Time Histories 
5.1.1 Pulse Type-A 
Type-A pulse is a characteristic forward motion pulse also called the one-sine pulse 
( [40], [29] ) proposed by Makris [29] and defined in section 3.5.1. Figure 5.1 shows 
the response of the MDOF system in all the three structural configurations: sliding 
with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift for a Type-A pulse input of 
ap = 1.885 m/s2, vp = 1.2 m/s, Tp = 2.0 s where, Vs is the structural shear acting 
at the first story of the MDOF structure (acting on column base at a level above the 
base mat), W is the weight of the structure, v is the value of vertical displacement, ub 
is the horizontal base displacement at the Teflon-steel interface, u^f is the top floor 
deformation of the MDOF structure relative to the base (excluding the rigid body 
rotation), Rn is the normal reaction force acting at the left column base of the mat 
at the interface of sliding isolation and spring-dashpot system. 
Uplifting of the columns is a phenomenon that limits the maximum structural shear 
acting on the structure by limiting the amount of deformation that the structure can 
undergo as can be seen from the normalized top floor deformation (udef /a.pT2) and 
normalized structural shear (Vs/W) plots shown in figure 5.1 for fixed with uplift 
structural configuration. Once the base mat loses contact with the spring dashpot 
system, further increase in forces acting on the structure can only push the structure 
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Pulse C\, ap = 1.885 m/s , vp = 0.6 m/s, Tp = 2.0 sees 
Time (sees) 
j Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift Fixed with uplift 
Figure 5.1 : Time histories of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift, sliding without 
uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-A pulse input and Ts 
= 0.5 s and Tb = 2 s 
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into rigid body motion where the deformation is not affected by the increase in forces. 
Further increase in forces beyond uplift directly influences the vertical displacement 
or rotation or both. 
With the introduction of another energy dissipation mechanism in the form of sliding 
of the base, the behavior of the MDOF structural system becomes highly nonlinear. 
Comparisons can be drawn between the time histories of the MDOF for the three 
different cases i.e. sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplfit. 
Sliding with uplift can be envisaged as the ideal combination of a sliding and an 
uplifting system with sliding as the predominant mode of energy dissipation. It can 
be seen from the vertical displacement plot how the sliding with uplift system uplifts 
between 2-4 s duration, the behavior of the system before this instant was equivalent 
to that of a sliding system and its behavior even after 4 s is equivalent to that of 
a sliding system. Only for the duration of 2-4 s does uplift occur and reductions in 
structural shear and structural deformation are observed. The sliding is initiated in 
the structure for both sliding only and sliding with uplift configurations at approxi-
mately 1.3 s and lasts up untill 3.5 and 5 s respectively. For the duration when there 
is neither sliding nor uplift it can be observed that the normalized normal reaction 
Rn/W is equal to 0.5 (i.e. half of the weight of the structure) for both sliding and 
sliding with uplift configurations, and for the duration of uplift the value reaches 0 
or 1 depending on column which uplifts. Transients are observed in the normal reac-
tion in the immediate aftermath of impact of column base with the sliding isolation 
system, these transients represent vibration and energy dissipation in the supporting 
foundation spring-dashpot systems. It is observed that the response of the structure 
is dominated by the first mode, however during the instant of impact higher modes 
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are excited. The effect of these higher modes is reflected in the normalized structural 
shear (Vs/W) which differs from the top floor deformation (Udef/apT2) mainly due to 
the contribution of higher modes. 
In addition to the reduction of structural shear and structural deformation in the 
uplift phase, it can also be noted that the magnitude of vertical uplift for the sliding 
with uplift system is about half the value observed in case of fixed with uplift. The 
dissipation of energy at the sliding isolation level in addition to vertical uplift leads to 
both reduction in magnitude, duration and number of times the uplift occurs as shown 
in the plot of vertical uplift ( v / a p T p ) vs time. Though uplift leads to reduction in 
structural shear and limits the structural deformation, excessive and repeated uplift 
is undesirable. Excessive pounding of the base isolator leads to damage of the Teflon-
steel interface leading to increase in friction of the sliding isolation interface or if the 
impact force is too large it can damage the sliding isolation system altogether. It 
can clearly be seen from the vertical uplift time history of figure 5.1 how the fixed 
with uplift structural configuration sets into a rocking motion and undergoes repeated 
uplift. 
5.1.2 Pulse Type-B 
The response of the MDOF structure to a type-B cycloidal pulse with ap = 1.885 
m/s2, vp = 0.6 m/s, Tp — 2.0 s is shown in figure 5.2 for all the three structural 
configurations: sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift. Type-
B cycloidal pulse represents a characteristic forward and backward pulse-motion also 
called the one-cosine acceleration pulse proposed by Makris [29] and defined in section 
3.5.2. 
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The response observed for type-B pulse input, shown in figure 5.2 is quite similar to 
type-A pulse input. It was observed that pulses became progressively stronger from 
Type-A to C2 both due to the impact nature of loading and due to the rapidity of 
variation of pulse. 
Due to the impact nature of loading the vertical uplift observed in figure 5.2 for the 
fixed with uplift case for type-B pulse loading is larger in comparison to type-A pulse 
loading. It can also be observed that the normalized top floor deformation («<&/), 
normalized reaction (Rn/W) and normalized structural shear take much longer to 
subside in the case of Type-B loading in comparison to Type-A loading for sliding 
with uplift and sliding only structural configurations. 
5.1.3 Pulse Type-Q and Type-C2 
The response of the MDOF system for type-Ci and type-C2 cycloidal pulse inputs 
with ap = 1.885 m/s2, vp = 0.6 m/s, Tp — 2.0 s are shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4 
respectively. One or more long duration cycles of displacement in near-source ground 
motions are approximated using type-C„ pulses proposed by Makris and Chang [39] 
where n refers to the number of cycles of the pulse, the Type-C„ pulse has been de-
scribed in detail in section 3.5.3. 
From the responses it is evident that the vertical uplift caused by a type-Ci and 
type-C2 pulses are larger in magnitude in comparison to the uplift caused by Type-B 
pulse. The base displacements caused by type-Ci and type-C2 pulses are also large 
in comparison with earlier pulses. 
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Pulse C\, ap = 1.885 m/s , vp = 0.6 m/s, Tp = 2.0 sees 
Time (sees) 
Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift Fixed with uplift 
Figure 5.2 : Time histories of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift, sliding without 
uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-B pulse input and Ts 
= 0.5 s and Tb = 2 s 
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Pulse C\, ap = 1.885 m/s , vp = 0.6 m/s, Tp = 2.0 sees 
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Figure 5.3 : Time histories of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift, sliding without 
uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-Ci pulse input and Ts 
= 0.5 s and Tb = 2 s 
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Pulse C \ , ap = 1.885 m/s , vp = 0.6 m/s, Tp = 2.0 sees 
8 10 12 
Time (sees) 
— Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift Fixed with uplift 
Figure 5.4 : Time histories of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift, sliding without 
uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-C2 pulse input and Ts 
= 0.5 s and Tb = 2 s 
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5.2 Parametric Study 
The responses of the following normalized quantities of the structure are considered: 
structural shear (Vs/W), top floor acceleration (amax), top floor deformation (Udef), 
base displacement (ub), vertical displacement (vmax) and normal reaction (Rn /W) . 
The normalized responses are presented as a function of varying parameters normal-
ized with respect to the time period of the input pulse. It is observed that whenever 
vertical uplift is observed the response of the variable 0 is very similar to the response 
of the vertical displacement (vmax) qualitatively and hence has not been considered 
for comparison purposes. 
5.2.1 Response to varying structural period Ts 
The response spectra of the MDOF system for all the three configurations to dif-
ferent types of pulse inputs as the structural period Ts is varied is considered first. 
The base isolation time period Tb was assumed to be constant at a value of 2 s while 
the structural time period Ts is varied. The response of the MDOF system for pulse 
types A, B, C\, C-2 with pulse parameters Tp = 2 s and ap = 2 m/s2 as a function of 
varying structure period Ts is shown in figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. For 
comparison purposes the fixed without uplift case is also included in the plots. 
From the comparison of the normalized response spectra for fixed without uplift (a 
fixed structure without any energy dissipation) case as the structural period Ts is 
varied, for all the four different pulse inputs it can be observed that the normalized 
structural response (structural shear Vs/W, top floor deformation Udef/apT2, normal 
reaction Rn/W) increases progressively from pulse type A to Ci- It has to be noted 
that pulse A and B both will appear to be have same maximum normalized struc-
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tural shear (Vs/W) response, this is because of the difference in pulse velocities vp. 
the characteristics of their response however differ considerably. The sliding without 
uplift configuration experiences severe motion and consequently higher structural re-
sponse in comparison to fixed with uplift configuration, this is mainly because the 
pulse duration Tp and the base isolation period Tb are equal (i.e. 2 s). 
For all the four pulse inputs considered the performance of MDOF system for fixed 
with uplift and sliding with uplift cases is better in comparison with sliding without 
uplift and fixed without uplift cases from the normalized structural shear (Vs/W) and 
normalized structural deformation (udef/apTp) standpoint. In the Tp/Ts range « 0 
- 0.5 the MDOF system is very flexible and the structure undergoes significant de-
formations for all the four structural cases. The behavior of the system is equivalent 
for all the four cases and four pulse inputs in this Tp/Ts range, the base displacement 
for sliding with and without uplift cases is negligent and the vertical uplift for fixed 
with uplift and sliding with uplift cases is also zero. At the TpjTs = 0.25 (flexible 
structure) the response is virutally the same for all structural configurations and a 
spike in the response is observed at this value of Tp/Ts (the observation becomes 
very apparent for type-C2 pulse input, figure 5.8). In a later section (section 5.2.4) 
it will be shown that in this region the second mode is excited. Above Tp/Ts ratio 
of 0.5 the effect of both sliding and uplift energy dissipation mechanisms is observed, 
the MDOF system experiences base displacement and vertical uplift and there is a 
marked difference observed in the response properties of the four different structural 
configurations. The normalized structural shear (Vs/W) and deformation (Udef/apTp) 
of sliding with uplift and fixed with uplift systems are observed to be identical and 
large reductions are observed in the vicinity of Tp/Ts value of 1 in comparison to fixed 
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without uplift and sliding without uplift systems. Similar reductions are observed in 
the normalized normal reaction (Rn /W) spectra. This reduction can be mainly at-
tributed to the rigid body motion experienced by the system undergoing uplift, it 
can further be confirmed from the top floor deformation (udef /apTp) spectra as the 
deformation of both the systems are almost identical. 
The system undergoing uplift however undergoes larger top floor acceleration in com-
parison with fixed without uplift system at values of Tp/Ts greater than 2. The dif-
ference in normalized base displacement {ub/apT^) for sliding with uplift and sliding 
without uplift becomes apparent in the Tp/Ts range of 1-2 with increasing reduction 
observed from pulse type-A to The vertical displacement spectra (vmax/apT^) 
also shows that the vertical uplift observed for sliding with uplift case is lower in 
magnitude in comparison with the fixed with uplift system, indicating the influence 
of sliding isolation in reducing vertical uplift, while maintaining the other responses 
similar to the fixed with uplift case. The effect of uplift is clearly evident at Tp/Ts 
= 1, where all the response quantities are reduced significantly for sliding with uplift 
and fixed with uplift cases. 
In a later section (section 5.2.4) it will be shown that for higher values of pulse ac-
celeration ap (8 m/s2 ~ 0.8g) and shorter duration of pulse the sliding with uplift 
cases leads to further reduction in normalized structural shear as compared to the 
fixed with uplift configuration, demonstrating the effectiveness of combined action of 
sliding and uplift energy dissipation mechanisms. For the fixed without uplift case 
the resonant peak appears at Tp/Ts value of 1 for the type-C2 pulse input as expected; 
since there are increasing number of harmonic cycles (the type-Cn pulse input case is 
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the harmonic case). At Tp/Ts = 1, approximately half the reduction in the normal-
ized response (structural shear Vs/W, top floor deformation u^j/apT2, and normal 
reaction Rn/W) observed from fixed without uplift case to sliding with uplift case 
occurs due to sliding and the other half reduction in response (from sliding without 
uplift to sliding with uplift) occurs due to uplift. This observation is particularly 
evident for type-Ci and C2 pulses (figures 5.7 and 5.8). It is however important to 
note that high values of structural shear {Vs/W « 1) are not practical because the 
structure would definitely yield and dissipate further energy. So it can be argued that 
the combined energy dissipating mechanism of sliding and uplift would maintain the 
structure in the elastic regime. A counter argument can be extended to the sliding 
without uplift case, wherein the structure would certainly yield at high values of nor-
malized structural shear (V s /W > 1) resulting in further dissipation of energy due to 
yielding. 
5.2.2 Response to varying base isolation period Tb 
The response spectra of the MDOF system for both sliding with and without uplift 
cases to different types of pulse inputs as the base isolation period Tb is varied is 
shown in figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 for pulse types A, B, Ci and C2 respectively. 
From figure 5.8 it can be seen that the maximum difference in normalized structural 
shear was observed for lower values Tp/Ts (i.e. Tp/Ts « 1 - 2.5), hence response spec-
tra are generated for variation of base isolation period for this value of Tp/Ts (i.e. a 
more flexible structure with Ts = I s ) . 
A very interesting trend is observed in the response spectra of MDOF system for 
sliding with uplift system as the base isolation period is varied. There is a gradual 
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Pulse Cx ap = 2 m/s
2
, Tp = 2 s 
tj5, 
e 
0 1 2 3 4 
Tp/Ts 
... v v • • • • 
/ / 
- - - Sliding with uplift — Sliding without uplift • - • - • Fixed with uplift Fixed without uplift 
Figure 5.5 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-
A pulse input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s, Tb — 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
transition observed in all the response quantities for values of Tp/Tb close to 1, the 
transition becomes more apparent for stronger pulses like C2. At a value of Tp/Tb 
close to 1, it can be observed from the vertical displacement spectra that the magni-
tude of vertical uplift gradually changes to a higher value the transition being smooth 
in nature. Reductions in response for the sliding with uplift case are observed in nor-
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Figure 5.6 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-
B pulse input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
malized top floor acceleration, top floor deformation, base displacement and normal 
reaction spectra in this range. At higher values of Tp/Tb the base displacement spec-
tra for both configurations becomes similar, indicative of the increase in pulse period 
in comparison with Tb: however the magnitude of the vertical uplift and the top floor 
deformation remains unchanged. The normalized structural shear, structural defor-
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Pulse Cx ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s 
- - - Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift • - • - • Fixed with uplift Fixed without uplift 
Figure 5.7 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-
Ci pulse input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp — 2 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
mation and the normal reaction spectra follow a similar trend indicative of the fact 
that the large normal reaction acting on the sliding isolation system of the slender 
structure is mainly responsible for the larger normalized structural shear (Vs/W) 
observed at Tp/Tb values close to 1 in the sliding without uplift case. Additional im-
portant feature in the case of sliding with uplift case is that the normalized structural 
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Figure 5.8 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-
C2 pulse input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
deformation (udef /apT2), is nearly unaffected by change in the ratio of Tp/Tb or in 
this particular case unaffected by change in Tb. The normalized base displacement 
(ub/apT2), is larger at lower values of Tp/Tb (i.e. flexible base isolation period) and 
reduces at higher values of Tp/Tb (i.e. low base isolation period or stiff base isola-
tion). The resonant behavior in the sliding without uplift case emerges as the number 
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Pulse C2, ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s Tp/Ts = 2 
- - - Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift 
Figure 5.9 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-
A pulse input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s, Ts = 0.5 s as base isolation period TJ, is 
varied 
of cycles increases from pulse type-A to C2, which is observed most dominantly in 
the type-C2 case where a peak value of structural response (normalized structural 
shear Vs/W, top floor acceleration amax/o,p, top floor deformation Udef/apT2 , base 
displacement Ub/apT2 and normal reaction Rn/W) is observed at Tp/Tb value of 1. 
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Pulse C2, ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s Tp/Ts = 2 
- - - Sliding with uplift • Sliding without uplift 
Figure 5.10 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Type-
B pulse input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s, Ts = 0.5 s as base isolation period Tb is 
varied 
5.2.3 Response to varying pulse period Tp 
The advantage of using the combination of sliding and uplift over fixed with uplift 
is demonstrated for the case of pulse inputs with ap of 2 m/s2, and a lower time 
period Tp of 0.75 s. Consider the response spectra of pulse A and pulse C2 shown 
in figures 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. The difference between the sliding with uplift, 
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Pulse Ci, ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s = 2 
- - - Sliding with uplift — — Sliding without uplift 
Figure 5.11 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Pulse 
Type-Ci input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s, Ts = 0.5 s as base isolation period Tb is 
varied 
sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift cases becomes more clearly evident from 
the normalized response spectra under such a combination of ap and Tp. 
For the response of the MDOF system to pulse type - A input the normalized response 
spectra of structural shear shows the reduction observed in structural shear for sliding 
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Figure 5.12 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Pulse 
Type-C2 input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 2 s, Ts = 0.5 s as base isolation period Tb is 
varied 
with uplift case in comparison with fixed with uplift. Large reduction in vertical 
uplift is also noticed. However it is evident from the other response spectra for type 
- A pulse input that the sliding with uplift system behaves like the sliding without 
uplift system for all values of Tp/Ts except for the values about 1. The normalized 
structural shear is reduced significantly in the case of C2 pulse, clearly indicating the 
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better performance of sliding with uplift in comparison to the other two cases. For 
type - C2 pulse input beyond Tp/Ts value of % 0.5 differences are observed in the 
normalized spectra of structural shear and vertical displacement for MDOF system 
for sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift cases. With the 
following observation made, it was clearly of interest to investigate if the structure 
also performed well at higher acceleration amplitudes for the same value of pulse 
period Tp of 0.75 s, the response of the system to varying pulse amplitudes ap is 
shown in next section (section 5.2.4). 
The normalized response spectra of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift, slid-
ing without uplift and fixed with uplift cases as Tp/Ts value is varied for different 
pulse durations Tp is shown in figures 5.17, 5.16 and 5.15 respectively. Although the 
response of the MDOF system for pulse duration Tp greater than the base isolation 
period TJ, (of 2 s) is shown earlier it is not considered for higher acceleration am-
plitude ap because of the impractical structural shear values (Vs/W > 1) observed 
for sliding without uplift case. However from the results shown it can be seen that 
large reductions are observed for sliding with uplift and fixed with uplift cases of the 
MDOF system in comparison to the sliding without uplift case as time period of pulse 
excitation Tp is varied. 
5.2.4 Response to varying pulse acceleration amplitude ap 
From the observations made in the previous section (section 5.2.3, figures 5.13 and 
5.14), since it was observed that the MDOF system for sliding with uplift case per-
formed better at lower duration pulses, the pulse acceleration ap was increased to a 
value of 8 m/s2 (~ 0.8<?) keeping the time period of the pulse Tp same at 0.75 s. The 
results of the MDOF system for all the three cases subjected to pulse A and C2 type 
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Figure 5.13 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Pulse 
Type-A input for ap = 2 m/s2 , Tp = 0.75 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
inputs are shown in figures 5.18 and 5.19 respectively. The performance of the sliding 
with uplift system to C2 pulse was better in comparison to its response to type - A 
pulse for the new pulse parameters. The normalized structural shear value observed 
for sliding with uplift case was reduced from a value of 0.65 (observed for the case 
of sliding without uplift, figure 5.19) to 0.2 (a 70 % reduction in response) for pulse 
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Figure 5.14 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Pulse 
Type-CY2 input for ap = 2 m/s2, Tp = 0.75 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
type-C2 input. The peak reponse value noted in the normal reaction spectra of sliding 
without uplift configuration for the MDOF system is also virtually eliminated in the 
other two configurations (figure 5.19). It is clearly evident that for higher acceleration 
amplitude ap pulses uplift leads to significant reductions in structural shear and top 
floor deformation for the MDOF system. However the results for the sliding without 
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Figure 5.15 : Normalized response spectra of a fixed with uplift MDOF system for 
Pulse Type-C2 input for ap = 4 m/s2, Th = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied at 
various pulse durations Tp 
uplift case have to be considered carefully as the normal reaction (Rn/W) experienced 
by the MDOF system is too high from practical viewpoint. The results presented are 
only for comparison purposes as described earlier, the true behavior of a system that 
is subjected to such high values of structural shear (Vs/W) behaves in a nonlinear 
manner due to yielding of the superstructure. However since the introduction of uplift 
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Pulse Type - C2, ap = 4 m/s2 Sliding without uplift 
T = 0.5 s 
p 
T = 0.75 s T = 1 s 
P P 
Figure 5.16 : Normalized response spectra of a sliding without uplift MDOF system 
for Pulse Type-C2 input for ap — 4 m/s2, TJ, = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
at various pulse durations Tp 
leads to reduction of structural shear acting on the structure the assumption that the 
superstructure behaves in a linear manner holds true. 
Another interesting observation that becomes apparent from the normalized spectra 
of structural shear, top floor deformation and top floor acceleration is how the struc-
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Figure 5.17 : Normalized response spectra of a sliding with uplift MDOF system for 
Pulse Type-C2 input for ap = 4 m/s2, = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied at 
various pulse durations Tp 
ture behaves before and after uplift for the three different cases at Tp/Ts « 0.25. It 
is to be noted that at this structural period Ts of 3 s (for Tp = 0.75 s) the structure 
is flexible, pulse is of short duration and uplift is zero. Before the commencement 
of uplift at a value of Tp/Ts « 0.25 the deformation response of sliding with uplift 
and sliding without uplift systems are similar, the difference is clearly observed for 
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Figure 5.18 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Pulse 
Type-A input for ap = 8 m/s2, Tp = 0.75 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
the fixed with uplift case which in the absence of uplift behaves like a fixed MDOF 
system. The main reason behind this difference in response observed is because of the 
response of the higher modes of the structure as evident from the modal deformations 
plotted in figure 5.20, wherein the higher mode response is reduced significantly due 
to sliding isolation. 
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Figure 5.19 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system with sliding with 
uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift structural configurations for Pulse 
Type-C2 input for ap = 8 m/s2, Tp = 0.75 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied 
The behavior of the MDOF system to type-C2 pulse inputs as the pulse accelera-
tion ap is varied is plotted for all the three cases considered in figures 5.21, 5.22 and 
5.23 for fixed with uplift, sliding without uplift and sliding with uplift configurations. 
The significance of the length scale used in the normalization approach introduced by 
Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift Fixed with uplift 
Figure 5.20 : Modal deformation of different modes of the MDOF structure for pulse 
type - C2 input, ap = 8 m/s2, Tp = 0.75 s, Tp/Ts = 0.25 and Tb = 2 s 
Markis and Black ( [41], [43]) that has been adopted in this study is clearly illustrated 
in the figure 5.21 where the normalized top floor acceleration (am a x /ap) and top floor 
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deformation (udef / aPTp) response spectra of the MDOF system appear self similar to 
each other and follow a single master curve in the fixed with uplift case for Tp/Ts value 
of 0 - 0.5. Makris and co-workers proved that the base displacement and acceleration 
of a single degree of freedom linear and bilinear oscillator respectively are self similar 
for different levels of input pulse acceleration amplitude ap when normalized with 
respect to the length scale (Le ~ apTp) and pulse acceleration (ap) respectively and 
follow a single master curve. Similar observation is made for the MDOF system used 
in the present study (the results for the fixed without uplift case were not presented 
since the structural shears observed were large and hence practically not feasible). It 
is interesting to note that for the fixed with uplift case that self-similarity weakens 
when uplift is present (due to the presence of the rigid body mode) as evident in 
figure 5.21. Similarly, self-similarity is also absent in the case of sliding without uplift 
due to the presence of highly nonlinear base isolation. The strength of the response 
the increasing input pulse acceleration amplitude induces in the MDOF system can 
be observed from the normalized structural shear response spectra whereas variations 
observed due to the action of sliding and uplift can be clear identified. 
The normalized response spectra of fixed with uplift MDOF system (figure 5.21) 
shows how the system behaves beyond the Tp/Ts value of 0.5 due to the initiation of 
vertical uplift and how the normalized top floor deformation and top floor accelera-
tion response spectra differ. As the pulse acceleration amplitude ap increases it can 
be seen how the normalized structural shear response also increases, but this increase 
in response is very small. For the sliding without uplift system (figure 5.22) since 
the base displacement is observed to be nonzero even at very small values of Tp/Ts 
normalized top floor deformation and acceleration donot exhibit any self-similar char-
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acteristics. Further as the pulse acceleration amplitude ap increases it can be seen 
how the peak value of the structural shear response spectra osberved at Tp/Ts value 
of 1 increases. For the sliding with uplift system 5.23 the response spectra show that 
the system experiences the least structural shear of all the three cases considered 
and also lesser magnitude of vertical uplift observed in comparison to the fixed with 
uplift system 5.21. For all the cases it was observed that the top floor accelerations 
{O'lnax!ap) follow a decreasing trend as the pulse acceleration amplitude is increased. 
5.2.5 Response to varying vertical foundation period, Tv 
In this subsection, the response of the MDOF structure to type-C2 pulse input is 
described as the time period of vertical foundation Tv is varied. The period of vertical 
foundation Tv is defined as 
T Ott fe"= 1 mi + mb ~ I mt / r n Tw = 27rV 2 xkf = 2 7 r V ^ ( } 
where, 
m t - total mass of the superstructure 
kf - vertical stiffness of foundation 
Figure 5.24 shows the normalized response spectra of MDOF for all the three cases 
for a type-C2 pulse input with ap of 4 m/s2 and Tp of 0.75 s, given Tp/Ts = 1 and Tb = 
2 s. It is observed from the plots of normalized response variables that for the case of 
sliding with uplift variation of vertical stiffness has little effect. The normalized defor-
mation (Udef/dpT2), vertical displacement (vmax/apT2), and structural shear ( V / W ) 
remain unaffected by the variation in vertical stiffness. There is a gradual increase 
in normalized normal reaction (Rn/W) for Tp/Tv range of 4 - 13 and base displace-
ment (ub/apT£) for Tp/Tv range of 6 - 13. The fixed with uplift case exhibits similar 
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Figure 5.21 : Normalized response spectra of a fixed with uplift MDOF system for 
Pulse Type-C*2 input for Tp = 0.75 s. Th = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied at 
various levels of pulse acceleration ap 
response in terms of normalized top floor deformation (udef/apTp) and normal reac-
tion (Rn/W), however normalized structural shear (Vs/W) and vertical displacement 
(vmax/apTp) differ in magnitude for fixed with uplift case in comparison with sliding 
with uplift. 
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Figure 5.22 : Normalized response spectra of a sliding without uplift MDOF system 
for Pulse Type-C2 input for Tp = 0.75 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied at 
various levels of pulse acceleration ap 
5.2.6 Response to varying Slenderness Ratio, a 
The slenderness ratio (a) of the MDOF structure is defined as 
hn a = 2 x 6 (5.2) 
The results presented in this section for variation of slenderness ratio refer to change 
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Figure 5.23 : Normalized response spectra of a sliding with uplift MDOF system for 
Pulse Type-C2 input for Tp = 0.75 s, Tb = 2 s as structural period Ts is varied at 
various levels of pulse acceleration ap 
in the value of base width. Hence the size of the structure remains same as the slen-
derness ratio is varied. Figure 5.25 shows the response of the MDOF structure to 
a type-C2 cycloidal pulse excitation for ap = 4 m/s2 and Tp = 0.75 s as a function 
of slenderness ratio (a). It can be seen from all the normalized response quantities 
that that MDOF structure for sliding with uplift case undergoes no uplift and be-
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Figure 5.24 : Normalized response spectra of the MDOF system for all three cases 
for a Type-C*2 pulse input for ap = 4 m/s2 and Tp = 0.75 s as vertical period of 
foundation Tv is varied, Tp/Ts = 1 and TJ, = 2 s 
haves like a sliding without uplift case when a < 2.7, and only when a exceeds 3 
does the combined effects of uplift and sliding becomes apparent. For values of a 
greater than 3 the system undergoes vertical uplift for sliding with uplift case and 
normalized normal reaction (Rn/W) and top floor deformation (udef /apT2) resemble 
the response of a fixed with uplift MDOF system closely. The smooth transition 
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Figure 5.25 : Normalized response of the MDOF system for all three cases for a 
Type-C2 pulse input for ap = 4 m/s2 and Tp = 0.75 s as slenderness ratio a is varied, 
Tp/Ts = 1 and Tb = 2 s 
that occurs for the sliding without uplift system between slenderness ratio (a) value 
of 3-4 is clearly evident from the top floor deformation (u^f/dpT2) plot. However 
the normalized structural shear (Vs/W), vertical displacement {vmax / apT2) and top 
floor acceleration (amax/ap) experienced by the sliding without uplift case are less in 
magnitude and differ in trend compared to the fixed with uplift case. 
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Figure 5.26 : Time histories of vertical displacement for fixed with uplift case for type-
C2 pulse input for ap = 4 m/s1 and Tp = 0.75 s for different values of slenderness 
ratio a, Tp/Ts — 1 and TJ, = 2 s 
From the behavior of MDOF system for fixed with uplift case it can be concluded 
that less slender MDOF structures tend to uplift more, a similar observation is made 
by Psycharis and Jennings [9] and Palmeri and Makris [21] for rocking rigid blocks 
on flexible foundations. From the normalized vertical response it can be seen that 
as the slenderness ratio decreases the amount of vertical uplift also decreases, and 
though this observation is counter intuitive further insight into the behavior of the 
system can be obtained from the time histories of the vertical response as shown in 
figure 5.26. At lower values of slenderness ratio maximum vertical uplift observed is 
high however the vertical response subsides in a very short time, at higher slenderness 
ratio the structure undergoes repeated uplift and sets into a rocking motion which 
lasts for a longer duration. This is due to the high values of rotationary stiffness 
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and damping for less slender structures, more slender structures undergo rocking for 
a longer duration owing to reduced rotationary stiffness and damping in the system. 
The stiffness and damping arise out of the moment of resistance equation given in 
section 3.1 (equation 3.11). 
5.3 Concluding Remarks 
The results of the parametric study can be summarized as follows: 
5.3.1 Structural Period Ts 
When subjected to cycloidal pulses of longer duration (Tp = 2 s, figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 
5.8) it is observed that the structural shear and top floor deformation response of the 
MDOF system for sliding with uplift case and fixed with uplift case are similar and 
less in comparison to the sliding without uplift case. However under the combined 
action of sliding and uplift the MDOF system experiences less vertical uplift and 
normal reaction in comparison with the fixed with uplift case. 
When subjected to shorter duration pulses (Tp = 0.75 s) the sliding with uplift case 
performs better than both the other two cases (sliding without uplift and fixed with 
uplift) in terms of the structural shear, vertical uplift and normal reactions expe-
rienced by the MDOF system (figures 5.13, 5.14). Similar behavior of the MDOF 
system was observed when the acceleration amplitude ap of the pulse was increased 
to 8 m/s2 (figure fig:pulsec2spectrat3), the reduction in structural shear and vertical 
acceleration increased with increase in pulse acceleration amplitude ap. The excep-
tion however was for type-A pulse inputs where again the behavior of the sliding 
with uplift and fixed with uplift case is observed to be the same for structural shear, 
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deformation and normal reaction experienced (figure 5.18). It has to be noted that 
pulse type-A differs from type-B, C\ and C2 pulses. 
Hence it can be concluded that the MDOF structure with both sliding and uplift per-
forms better than sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift systems when subjected 
to sharp high amplitude short duration pulses. The performance of fixed with uplift 
MDOF structure can be regarded as a lower bound for the sliding with uplift system, 
and such behavior is noted at longer duration pulses. For all the above cases the 
reductions observed in response variables increases as the MDOF structures became 
more stiff. 
5.3.2 Base Isolation Period Tb 
When the base isolation period Tb becomes less than time period of the input pulse 
Tp the sliding without uplift system experiences severe ground motion, and there is 
a gradual increase in structural shear, top floor deformation, and normal reaction 
experienced by the structure (figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 ). However allowing 
uplift has led to reduction in the response of all the variables observed, this was mainly 
observed when the time period of the input pulse Tp was close to the structural time 
period Ts. The observations can be interpreted as follows, as the base of the structure 
becomes more stiff, more energy is imparted to the superstructure and it reflects in the 
increased response of the structure. A large amount of energy is however dissipated 
by allowing uplift, due to the combined action of sliding and uplift. These reductions 
will be observed only for the case where time period of the input pulse is close to the 
structural time period. Infact a more flexible structure (Tp = 1 s) has been choosen 
to illustrate this fact. It will be demonstrated later in chapter 6 that pulses longer 
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than the structural time period Ts fail to neither cause uplift nor lead to such increase 
in the response of sliding without uplift system. 
5.3.3 Pulse Time Period Tp 
The response of the MDOF system was studied for all the three cases as a function of 
varying structural period Ts when subjected to pulses of increasing durations (0.5 j Tp 
j 1 ). It can be concluded from the results of the MDOF system observed for all the 
three cases considered namely; sliding with uplift (figure 5.17), sliding without uplift 
case (figure 5.16), and fixed with uplift case (figure 5.15) the variations observed in 
the structural shear response to varying time period of input pulses (Tp) are least for 
sliding with uplift system. 
5.3.4 Pulse acceleration ap 
For variations in the other aspect of ground motion characteristics i.e. pulse accelera-
tion amplitude ap, similar results are observed and it is seen that structural response 
of sliding with uplift system (figure 5.23) undergoes least variation in comparison 
with sliding without uplift (figure 5.22) or fixed with uplift (figure 5.21) systems. 
From the observed behavior of the sliding with uplift system for varying pulse time 
period Tp and varying pulse acceleration ap it can be concluded that under the com-
bined action of sliding and uplift the MDOF system shows little variations in its 
response to changes in ground motion characteristics. 
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5.3.5 Vertical Period Tv 
As the vertical period (Tv) of the sliding with uplift system is varied the response 
of the MDOF structure (figure 5.24) remains unchanged. Hence it can be concluded 
that variaton in the period of the foundation has little effect on response of the sliding 
with uplift system. 
5.3.6 Slenderness Ratio a 
From the response of the MDOF structure to varying slenderness ratio (shown in 
figure 5.25) it is observed that the response of less slender (a < 3) MDOF structure 
with sliding isolation and uplift was equivalent to that of a sliding isolated struc-
ture without uplift. Uplift occurs in sliding isolated structures only at higher values 
of slenderness ratio (a > 3). Under the combined action of sliding and uplift the 
MDOF structure experiences least structural shear in comparison to the other two 
cases i.e. sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift. The amount of vertical uplift 
observed is also less in comparison to that of a fixed with uplift system. Hence it can 
be concluded from these observations that the favorable effects of sliding and uplift 
increase with increase in slenderness ratio. 
5.4 Summary 
In summary, in this chapter the response of the MDOF system to different types of 
pulses for all the three cases (sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift, and fixed with 
uplift) is studied in detail. The time histories of the response of the MDOF system to 
various inputs are presented. From the results it is observed that in the sliding with 
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uplift configuration the MDOF system predominantly behaved in the sliding mode 
and uplift occured only during the duration of severe earthquake or pulse loading. 
The response of the MDOF system to variations in structural period Ts, base isolation 
period Tb, slenderness ratio a, vertical time period Tv, pulse time period Tp, and 
acceleration amplitude of the pulse ap is studied in detail and concluding remarks 
are presented based on the results obtained. In the next chapter the response of the 
structure to near-source earthquake records and their pulse approximations is studied. 
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Chapter 6 
Results 
6.1 Earthquake Spectra 
Numerical Simulations were performed using fullscale earthquakes and fullscale struc-
tural model. The ground motions that are taken into consideration in the current 
study are the near-source earthquakes listed in Table 6.1. The earthquake records 
used were obtained from PEER database. The cycloidal approximations are based 
on the study by Makris [38]. 
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6.1.1 El Centro Earthquake 
Figure 6.1 shows the ground acceleration (ilg), velocity (ug) and displacement (ug) 
of the fault normal component of the earthquake measured at El Centro # 5 station 
during the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake. The velocity and displacement records of 
the earthquake resemble a periodic pulse which has been approximated by a type-5 
cycloidal pulse using parameters Tp = 3.2 s and ap = 0.687 m/s2 (Makris 1997 [29]). 
Time (s) 
Figure 6.1 : Ground Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement of El Centro # 5 Earth-
quake Record and cycloidal pulse Type-B with ap = 0.687 m/s2 and Tp = 3.2 s 
Figure 6.2 and 6.3 summarizes the normalized response spectra of all the three cases 
of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to El Centro earthquake excitation and its 
corresponding cycloidal pulse as a function of the structural period (Ts). The response 
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Pulse B, 
ElCentro FN aP = L 3 7 Tp = 3.2 s 
Figure 6.2 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of ElCen-
tro # 5 earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period 
Ts is varied, Th is 2 s 
of the all the three structural systems at high values of structural time period, (i.e. 
Tp/Ts m 0 - 0.5) are identical this is owing to the very flexible nature of the structure 
as shown in the values of top floor deformation (u^f /apTp) of the structure in this 
periodic range. It also reflects in the values of base displacement and vertical uplift 
which are equal to zero in this range, so the uplift and sliding mechanisms are not 
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ElCentro FN 
Pulse B, 
ap = 1.37 m/s2, Tp = 3.2 s 
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— — — Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift' - 1 - 1 Fixed with uplift 
Figure 6.3 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
ElCentro # 5 earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural 
period Ts is varied, Tb is 2 s 
mobilised at such high structural period values. For values of Tp/Ts > 0.5 both the 
pulses and the earthquake ground motions produce significant uplift in the structure 
and this is when difference of response between the three structural systems becomes 
apparent. In this periodic range, the structural configuration of sliding with uplift 
is most beneficial of all the three configurations considered both for earthquake and 
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Figure 6.4 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to the fault normal component of 
the El Centro earthquake record for different Tp/Ts values, Tb is 2 s 
pulse motions with respect to structural shear response. 
The Type-B pulse can be concluded as a reasonable approximation of the El Centro 
earthquake motion with respect to the MDOF system since the spectra of the nor-
malized response quantities in the Tp/Ts range of 0 - 3 for all the three cases produce 
I l l 
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Figure 6.5 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to a type-B cycloidal pulse using 
parameters Tp = 3.2 s and ap = 0.687 m/s2 for different Tp/Ts values, Th is 2 s 
similar results except for the base displacement and top floor acceleration spectra, 
which differ considerably in this range of Tp/Ts. In the Tp/Ts range above 3 it was 
however observed that responses differed considerably, . This can be attributed to 
sensitivity of the stiff superstructure to the high frequency variations observed in the 
earthquake excitation (acceleration record). This is clearly evident in the vertical 
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El Centro # 5, Tp/Ts = 1.6, Tb = 2 sees 
Left sliding bearing Left sliding bearing 
Mfc/OpTp2 ut/ apTp 
Figure 6.6 : Normalized total frictional force plotted as a function of normalized base 
displacement for elcentro array # 5 input, and friction loops for left and right sliding 
bearing. 
displacement {vmax/apT^) spectra observed for earthquake excitation for Tp/Ts val-
ues greater than 2.5 which differs considerably from the pulse excitation. Further 
evidence of the same can be seen from the time history plots of response figure 6.4 
for earthquake input and figure 6.5 for cycloidal pulse input. Figure 6.6 shows the 
total frictional force and the frictional forces acting at the left and the right sliding 
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ElCentro FN 
Pulse B, 
ap = 1.37 m/s2, Tp = 3.2 
x 10 
« a. 
a 
H | 2 3 
- - - Sliding with uplift • • Sliding without uplift 
Tp/Tb 
Figure 6.7 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of El-
Centro # 5 earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period 
Tb is varied, Ts is 0.5 s 
bearings. The discontinuities observed in the friction loops is due to loss of contact 
during the uplifting of the column. 
Figure 6.8 and 6.7 summarizes the normalized response spectra of the sliding isolation 
with uplift and sliding isolation without uplift cases of the MDOF system subjected to 
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ElCentro FN 
Pulse B, 
x 1 0 - 3 ap = 1.37 m/s2, Tp = 3.2 s 
Tp/Tb Tp/Tb 
Figure 6.8 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
ElCentro # 5 earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period 
Tb is varied, Ts is 0.5 s 
El Centro earthquake excitation and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as a function 
of the base isolation period (Tb). It is evident from the plots that cycloidal pulse 
approximation fails to replicate the same effect as the earthquake motion as the 
stiffness of the base is varied. The structural system with uplift does not experience 
any uplift until low values of base period (i.e. high values of Tp/Tb). The value of 
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Tp/Ts of 6.4 (since the structural period is 0.5 s) it has to be noted is large , and it 
can be seen from figure 6.2 that the vertical uplift does not occur for higher values 
of Tp/Ts. Hence the pulse excitation is unable to replicate the same dynamics effects 
as the earthquake excitation. 
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Lucerne Valley , Pulse Type-A, ap = 1.0472m/.s2, Tp = 3 s 
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Figure 6.9 : Ground Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement of Lucerne Valley Earth-
quake Record and cycloidal pulse A with ap = 1.04 m/s2 and Tp = 3.0 s 
6.1.2 Lucerne Valley F N 
Figure 6.9 shows the ground acceleration (iig), velocity (ug) and displacement (ug) of 
the fault normal component of the earthquake measured at Landers station during the 
1992 Lucerne Valley earthquake. The velocity and displacement records of the earth-
quake resemble a periodic pulse which has been approximated by a type->l cycloidal 
pulse using parameters Tp — 3.0 s and ap = 1.04 m/s2 (Makris 2004 [41]). From the 
cycloidal approximation shown in figure 6.9 it can be seen that the ground velocity 
profile is not a result of a distinct acceleration pulse but rather is the resultant of a 
succession of high-frequency, one sided acceleration spikes. 
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Lucerne Valley FN 
Pulse A, 
av = 1.05 m/s2, Tp = 3 s 
TP/TS 
Figure 6.10 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Lucerne 
Valley earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period 
Ts is varied 
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 shows the normalized response spectra of all three cases as a 
function of structural time period Ts. It can be seen from the response that over a 
wide range of Tp/Ts values (« 0.5 - 4) the structural shear experienced by the MDOF 
system for sliding with uplift case is less in comparison with the other two cases of 
the MDOF system for earthquake excitation. The magnitude of vertical uplift expe-
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Pulse A, 
Figure 6.11 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
Lucerne Valley earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural 
period Ts is varied 
rienced by the sliding with uplift system is less in comparison to the fixed with uplift 
system. 
The cycloidal pulse approximation however is unable to capture the dynamics effects 
of the earthquake excitation. From the plots of the spectra (figures 6.10 and 6.11) 
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it can be concluded that the Type-/! is a poor approximation of the lucerne valley 
record, in terms of its ability to elucidate the same dynamic response as earthquake 
excitation for the MDOF system under consideration. This fact is also evident from 
the time history responses as shown in figures 6.12 and 6.13 at different values of 
Tp/Ts. It is however of interest to note that sliding with uplift leads to large reduc-
tions in normalized structural shear (Vs/W) at higher values of Tp/Ts in comparison 
to the cases of sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift. The large variations in 
structural shear for fixed with uplift case in comparison to the sliding with uplift case 
resemble the response of the MDOF system that is observed for short duration pulses 
as shown in section 5.2.4. The results show the sensitivity of the MDOF system to 
the short duration acceleration spikes present in the lucerne valley earthquake record. 
Figures 6.15 and 6.14, show the normalized structural response of the sliding with 
uplift and sliding without uplift configurations as the base isolation period is varied. 
It is evident from the plots that at a value of Ts = 0.5 s, the structural system is 
insensitive to changes in base stiffness for a type-yl pulse with Tp = 3.0 s and ap = 1.04 
m/s2. The value of Tp/Ts is too high (Tp/Ts = 6) and the acceleration amplitude of 
the pulse ap is too small to cause any uplift in the sliding with isolation system. Hence 
there is a large difference in the normalized response due to earthquake excitation 
and pulse excitation. 
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Figure 6.12 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to the fault normal component of 
Lucerne Valley Earthquake Record for different Tp/Ts values 
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Figure 6.13 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to a type-cycloidal pulse using 
parameters Tp = 3.0 s and ap = 1.04 m/s2 for different Tp/Ts values 
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Figure 6.14 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Lucerne 
Valley earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb is 
varied 
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x 10-3 Lucerne Valley FN 
Pulse A, 
x 1 0 - 3 ap = 1.05 m/s2, Tp = 3 s 
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Figure 6.15 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
Lucerne Valley earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period 
Tb is varied 
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6.1.3 Rinaldi F N 
Figure 6.16 shows the ground acceleration (ilg), velocity (ug) and displacement (ug) 
of the fault normal component of the earthquake measured at Rinaldi station dur-
ing the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The velocity and displacement records of the 
earthquake resemble a periodic pulse which can be approximated by a type-^4 cy-
cloidal pulse using parameters Tp = 0.8 s and ap = 6.87 m/s2. It can be clearly seen 
from figure 6.16 that the velocity pulse of Rinaldi FN component is a resultant of a 
distinct acceleration pulse and that the approximation chosen clearly captures this 
distinct acceleration and velocity pulses observed in the earthquake record; however 
the ground displacement is not reproduced satisfactorily. 
Figure 6.17 and 6.18 shows the normalized response spectra of all the three cases 
of the MDOF system subjected to Rinaldi FN earthquake excitation and a ty^e-A 
cycloidal pulse (with Tp = 0.8 s and ap = 6.87 m/s2) as a function of structural period 
Ts. It can be seen from the spectra of the response quantities how well the chosen 
approximation is able to capture dynamic effects induced by the earthquake motion. 
The reason for such a good agreement in the response plots is the distinguishable ac-
celeration pulse in the earthquake record and the appropriate cycloidal pulse used to 
approximate it. However, it is to be noted that there is a considerable difference in the 
base displacement response spectra for Tp/Ts values 0.5 - 4. Another interesting fact 
to be observed is the magnitude of the vertical uplift induced for sliding with uplift 
case is comparable to that induced for fixed with uplift case. These large amounts of 
vertical uplift can also be observed in the time history plots for earthquake and pulse 
inputs in figures 6.19 and 6.20 respectively. Considerable differences are also observed 
in the normalized base displacement {ub/apT2) response spectra for sliding without 
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Figure 6.16 : Ground acceleration, velocity and displacement of 1994 Northridge 
earthquake record at Rinaldi Station and cycloidal pulse A with ap = 6.87 m/s2 and 
Tp = 0.8 s 
uplift case of the MDOF structural system, along with similar variations observed in 
structural shear (Vs/W) and normal reaction (Rn/W). 
Figure 6.21 and 6.22 show the response of the MDOF system to Rinaldi FN earth-
quake excitation and its corresponding type-A pulse excitation (Tp = 0.8 s and ap = 
6.87 m/s2) as a function of its base isolation period Tb. The Tp/Ts ratio is set to 1.6 
(Ts = 0.5 s)as the base isolation period T, is varied and it was found that it lead to 
a large reduction in all the structural response quantities for sliding with uplift case. 
The results for the sliding without uplift case however have to be considered carefully 
Rinaldi FN , Pulse Type-A, ap = 6.8722m/s2, Tp = 0.8 s 
•-••••in puise 
Earthquake • 
•"'liniiv i f m 
i i i i i 
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Pulse A, 
Rinaldi FN av = 6 - 8 7 = 0-8 sees 
- - - Sliding with uplift Sliding without uplift • - — • Fixed with uplift 
Figure 6.17 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Rinaldi 
earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period Ts is 
varied 
because normalized structural shear (Vs/W) values greater than 0.6 are practically in-
feasible. The structure would definitely undergo yielding before this stage is reached. 
The results presented here are only for comparison purposes to illustrate the energy 
dissipation capability of sliding with uplift system, the fact that allowing vertical up-
lift in the sliding without isolation system results in reduction of such the structural 
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Figure 6.18 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
Rinaldi earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period 
Ts is varied 
shears and prevents the structure from yielding. All the response quantities which 
have been deemed practically infeasible have been removed from the results presented 
above, for example it is practically infeasible for the structure to sustain top floor ac-
celeration (amax) greater than 2g. 
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Figure 6.19 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to the fault normal component of 
the Rinaldi earthquake record for different Tp/Ts values 
In figures 6.21 and 6.22 there is a gradual transition observed in the normalized struc-
tural shear (Vs/W), top floor acceleration (am a x /ap), top floor deformation (udej/apT2) 
and normal reaction spectra (Rn/W) in the Tp/Tb range of 0 - 1 from lower to higher 
values for the sliding without uplift system. The normalized response spectra of 
structural shear (Vs/W), top floor acceleration (amax/ap), normal force (Rn/W) have 
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Figure 6.20 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to a type-A cycloidal pulse using 
parameters Tp = 0.8 s and ap = 6.87 m/s2 for different Tp/Ts values 
all been limited beyond values deemed practically infeasible. The transition is also 
reflected in the decreasing base displacement (ub /apTp) values with increasing Tp/Th 
values due to the normalization by length scale of the ground motion. For the sliding 
with uplift system it can be clearly noted that beyond the Tp/Th ratio of 0.2 with 
the sudden onset of vertical uplift there is a virtual elimination of this transition in 
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structural shear and the MDOF system appears to become insensitive to changes in 
base isolation period. All the other normalized response quantities top floor accel-
eration (am a x /ap) , top floor deformation (udef/apTjj), normal reaction (Rn/W) and 
even vertical displacement (umax/apT^) remain constant beyond this point unaffected 
by the change in Tp/Tb values. This behavior is noted for both earthquake and pulse 
excitations as the response of the MDOF for pulse input resembles the response due 
to earthquake excitation closely. Another interesting observation to be made is the 
very smooth nature of the response spectra for Rinaldi earthquake record. 
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Figure 6.21 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Rinaldi 
earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period is varied 
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Figure 6.22 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
Rinaldi earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb is 
varied 
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6.1.4 Erzinkan NS 
Figure 6.23 shows the ground acceleration (ilg), velocity (ug) and displacement (ug) 
of the North-South component of the earthquake measured at Erzinkan, Turkey dur-
ing the 1992 Erzinkan earthquake at Turkey. The ground motion of North-South 
component of Erzinkan can be approximated by a Type-Ci cycloidal pulse with ap 
= 2.44 m/s2 and Tp = 1.8 s. As noted by Makris [41] the resultant ground velocity 
in the ground motion of this particular earthquake is the result of a distinguishable 
acceleration pulse, and hence the acceleration pulse is well approximated by the Ci 
pulse approximation chosen. 
Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the normalized response spectra of the MDOF system 
for all the three cases for Erzincan NS earthquake excitation and its corresponding 
type-Ci cycloidal pulse (ap = 2.44 m/s2 and Tp = 1.8 s) as the structural period Ts is 
varied. It is clearly evident from the structural shear (Vs/W) response in figure 6.24 
how well the type-Ci pulse captures the dynamics effects induced by the earthquake 
excitation for all the three cases of the MDOF system considered. This close resem-
blance of response spectra for earthquake and pulse excitations can be attributed 
to the distinguishable acceleration pulse in the earthquake record which the type-Ci 
cycloidal pulse is able to approximate very well. 
Large reduction in structural shear (Vs/W) is observed for sliding with uplift and 
fixed with uplift case in comparison to sliding without uplift case for earthquake and 
pulse excitations. The response spectra of the MDOF system for sliding with uplift 
and fixed with uplift cases are comparable (for both pulse and earthquake excitations) 
as the characteristics of the pulse approximation represents a longer duration pulse 
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Erzincan NS , Pulse Type-Ci, ap = 2.4435m/s2, Tp = 1.8 s 
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Time (s) 
Figure 6.23 : Ground Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement of North-South com-
ponent of the Erzinkan Earthquake Record and cycloidal pulse C\ with ap = 2.44 
m/s2 and Tp = 1.8 s 
(Tp = 1.8 s) as shown in figure 5.7 (section 5.2.1). In earlier chapters it was observed 
that for longer duration pulses the structural shear (Vs/W) response of both sliding 
with uplift and fixed with uplift cases of the MDOF system were identical and compa-
rable. However the combined effect of sliding and permitting uplift leads to reduction 
in vertical uplift (v m a x /a p T 2 ) for the sliding with uplift case in comparison with fixed 
with uplift case for both earthquake and pulse excitations. It is also observed that 
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Pulse Ci, 
Erzincan NS ap = 2M m/«2> Tp = 1.8 s 
Figure 6.24 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical up-
lift spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to North-South component of 
Erzinkan Earthquake Record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural pe-
riod Ts is varied 
for the case of sliding without uplift the normalized response quantities normal re-
action (Rn/W), base displacement (Ub/apTp) and top floor acceleration {amax/ap) 
differ considerably for earthquake and pulse inputs. The time histories of normalized 
structural shear (Vs/W), vertical displacement (vmax/apTp) and base displacement 
{ub/apT2) are shown in figures 6.26 and 6.27 for earthquake and pulse excitations for 
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Pulse Ci, 
Figure 6.25 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal re-
action spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to North-South component 
of Erzinkan Earthquake Record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural 
period Ts is varied 
various values of Tp/Ts 
As the base isolation period TJ, is varied the variation in the response of structural 
parameters is reflected in their spectra in figures 6.28 and 6.29, the Tp/Ts ratio for 
the MDOF system is 3.60. At this ratio of Tp/Ts the reduction in structural shear 
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Figure 6.26 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to the North-South component of 
the earthquake measured at Erzinkan, Turkey for different Tp/Ts values 
(Vs/W) observed for earthquake excitation as base isolation period Tb is varied is 
large, higher values of normalized structural shear (Vs/W) for sliding without uplift 
case have not been presented since they exceed a value of 0.6. However it has been 
observed for all the values of Tp/Tb exceeding 1 that the values of the normalized 
structural shear (Vs/W) are observed to be greater than 0.6. The response spectra 
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Figure 6.27 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to a Type-Ci cycloidal pulse with 
Tp = 1.8 s and ap = 2.44 m/s2 for different Tp/Ts values 
of the earthquake and the type-Ci cycloidal pulse differ considerably for Tv/Tb values 
greater than 1 for sliding without uplift system. This difference is evident in the 
normalized structural shear (Vs/W), top floor acceleration (amax/ap) and top floor 
deformation (udef/apT2). The type-Ci pulse however is able to capture the response 
spectra of sliding with uplift system very well. 
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Figure 6.28 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical up-
lift spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to North-South component of 
Erzinkan Record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb is varied 
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Figure 6.29 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to North-South component of 
Erzinkan Earthquake Record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb 
is varied 
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6.1.5 Newhall F N 
Figure 6.30 shows the ground acceleration (ug), velocity (ug) and displacement (ug) 
of the fault normal component of the earthquake measured at Newhall station during 
the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The velocity and displacement records of the earth-
quake resemble a periodic pulse which can be approximated by a type-Cj cycloidal 
pulse using parameters Tp = 0.75 s and ap = 7.54 m/s2. It can be clearly seen from 
figure 6.30 that the dominant velocity and displacement pulse of Newhall FN compo-
nent is a resultant of a distinct acceleration pulse. The approximation chosen clearly 
captures this distinct acceleration pulse and the resulting dominant velcoity pulses 
observed in the earthquake record. However the ground displacement bears little 
resemblance to the pulse approximation and is mainly a result of other fluctuations 
observed in the ground acceleration record of the earthquake motion. 
The response spectra of pulse approximation (figure 6.31 and 6.32) are found to be 
a good approximation of earthquake excitation for many response quantities of the 
MDOF system for sliding with uplift and fixed with uplift cases as the structural 
period Ts is varied. Differences are however observed in the normalized response 
spectra of base displacement (Ub/apT2) and vertical displacement (vmax/apT2). The 
differences observed in the response spectra can be attributed to the presence of high 
frequency spikes in the acceleration record observed in the earthquake record (figure 
6.30). These differences can be seen from the time history plots in figures 6.33 and 
6.34 where considerable differences are observed in the vertical response due to the 
presence of high frequency fluctuations in the acceleration record of the earthquake 
excitation. The pulse approximation of the Newhall FN excitation represents a short 
duration high amplitude type-Ci cycloidal pulse (Tp = 0.75 s and ap — 7.54 m/s2). 
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Figure 6.30 : Ground Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement of Lucerne Valley 
Earthquake Record and cycloidal pulse type-A with ap = 7.54 m/s2 and Tp = 0.75 s 
Sliding with uplift systems are shown to perform better for such pulses in compari-
son to both sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift cases (section 5.2.4) and that 
reflects in the response spectra for both the earthquake and pulse inputs. The re-
sponse spectra of MDOF system for sliding without uplift case differs considerably 
for earthquake and pulse excitations. 
In the response spectra for varying base isolation period T&, the Tp/Ts value calculated 
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Figure 6.31 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Newhall 
earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period Ts is 
varied 
is 1.5 and large reductions in structural shear are observed for the sliding with uplift 
system . Due to the presence of high frequency spikes in the earthquake acceleration 
record differences are observed in the magnitude and trend of the response spectra 
for earthquake and pulse excitations (figures 6.35 and 6.36). The gradual variation 
observed in response spectra observed for the case of Rinaldi earthquake record is 
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Figure 6.32 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
Newhall earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period 
Ts is varied 
evident here too as the nature of the cycloidal pulses approximations are similar 
(though different in shape) i.e. low duration and high amplitude. With the onset 
of uplift at the Tp/Tb value of 0.3 the sliding with uplift system experiences large 
reduction in structural shear, top floor deformation, top floor acceleration and normal 
reaction. Their values almost remain constant as the base isolation period is varied. 
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Figure 6.33 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement 
and base displacement of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to the fault normal 
component of Newhall Earthquake Record for different Tp/Ts values 
Even for this particular near-source earthquake record caution has to be exercised 
as the results of the sliding without uplift system results are taken into account. 
These results have been included here purely for comparison purposes and it has to 
be noted that such high structural shear (Vs/W) and normal reaction (Rn/W) values 
are practically infeasible. Hence normalized response spectra presented include only 
the values that are considered practically feasible. 
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Figure 6.34 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to a type-Ci with Tp = 
0.75 s and ap = 7.54 m/s2 for different Tp/Ts values 
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Figure 6.35 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Newhall 
earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period % is varied 
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Figure 6.36 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
Newhall earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb is 
varied 
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6.1.6 Sylmar F N 
Figure 6.37 shows the ground acceleration (iig), velocity (ua) and displacement (ug) 
of the fault normal component of the earthquake measured at Sylmar station during 
the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The velocity and displacement records of the earth-
quake resemble a periodic pulse which has been approximated by a type-C2 cycloidal 
pulse using parameters Tp = 2.3 s and ap = 1.639 m/s2. The velocity and diplace-
ment record of the ground motion exhibit a distinct Type-C*2 pulse, however it can 
be clearly seen that the acceleration of the eartqhuake record and the cycloidal pulse 
differ considerably. 
Figure 6.38 and 6.39 summarizes the normalized response spectra of all the three cases 
of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to Sylmar FN earthquake excitation and its 
corresponding cycloidal pulse as a function of the structural period (Ts). The lack 
of agreement of the acceleration profiles of the earthquake record and the cycloidal 
pulse leads to large variability in the normalized response spectra for sliding without 
uplift and fixed with uplift cases. Good agreement is evident in the normalized re-
sponse quantities for sliding with uplift configuration for both earthquake and pulse 
inputs. The normalized structural shear (Vs/W) and top floor acceleration (amax/ap) 
for fixed with uplift configuration differ in the Tp/Ts range 0.5 - 2.5. The time his-
tories in figures 6.40 and 6.41 present in a detail manner the changes observed. It 
can be observed for example how the normalized base displacement (ub/apT2) of the 
sliding without uplift system changes for pulse input as the Tp/Ts is increased and 
differs from the behavior observed for the earthquake input. 
The response spectra of the MDOF system for varying base isolation period Th is as 
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Figure 6.37 : Ground Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement of Lucerne Valley 
Earthquake Record and cycloidal pulse C2 with ap = 1.639 m/s2 and Tp = 2.3 s 
shown in figure 6.42 and 6.43. It can be observed that the response spectra of the 
MDOF system for pulse input for sliding without uplift case differs considerably from 
the earthquake record input. However considerable reductions in normalized struc-
tural shear (Vs/W), top floor deformation (udef/aPT2) and normal reaction (Rn/W) 
are observed for the sliding with uplift system as the amount of uplift changes at 
Tp/Tb value of 1 for earthquake excitation. 
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Figure 6.38 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Sylmar 
earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period Ts is 
varied 
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Figure 6.39 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
Sylmar earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period 
Ts is varied 
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Figure 6.40 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to the fault normal component of 
the Sylmar earthquake record for different Tp/Ts values 
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Figure 6.41 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to a type-C2 cycloidal pulse using 
parameters Tp = 2.3 s and ap = 1.639 m/s2 for different Tp/Ts values 
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Figure 6.42 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of Sylmar 
earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period is varied 
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Figure 6.43 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to fault normal component of 
sylmar earthquake record and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb is 
varied 
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6.1.7 Pacoima F N 
Figure 6.44 shows the ground acceleration (iig), velocity (ug) and displacement (ug) 
of the earthquake measured at Pacoima Dam during the 1971 San Fernando earth-
quake at California. Its ground motion can be approximated by a Type-Ci cycloidal 
pulse with Tp — 1.30 s and ap = 4.10 m/s2. As noted by Makris the resultant ground 
velocity in the ground motion of this particular earthquake is also the result of a 
distinguishable acceleration pulse. However the acceleration pulse observed in the 
ground motion which gives rise to the distinguishable pulse in velocity and displace-
ment histories is preceded by a portion of high frequency spikes. This alters the 
displacement profile of the earthquake record considerably in comparison with the 
displacement of the cycloidal pulse used for approximating it. 
Figure 6.46 and 6.45 represent the normalized plot of spectra of response variables for 
all the three cases, for both earthquake as well as its corresponding cycloidal pulse 
input. The parameter varied here is the structural time period of the structure Ts, 
keeping the base isolation time period Tb constant at 2 s. It is evident from figure 
6.45 that the normalized structural shear spectra of the MDOF system correspond 
each other well for both earthquake excitation and its corresponding cycloidal type-Ci 
input for the MDOF system for sliding with uplift and sliding without uplift cases. 
Differences however are still observed in the magnitudes of normalized base displace-
ment, and base deformation for both the configurations. The response induced in 
the MDOF system due to pulse input is observed to be of a higher magnitude for 
sliding with uplift and sliding without uplift configurations. The vertical displace-
ment spectra also differ in magnitude for sliding with uplift and fixed with uplift cases. 
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Figure 6.44 : Ground Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement of fault normal com-
ponent of the Pacoima Earthquake Record and cycloidal pulse C\ with ap = 4.10 
m/s2 and Tp = 1.30 s 
Considerable differences are observed in the responses of earthquake record and its 
approximation for fixed with uplift configuration. These differences highlight the sen-
sitivity of the fixed MDOF system allowed to uplift to high frequency pulses in the 
acceleration profile of the earthquake record. It can also be observed that the base 
displacement spectra of sliding without uplift system differs for earthquake and pulse 
excitations in the Tp/Ts range of 1 to 4. All the obsevations made above can also be 
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seen from the time history plots in figures 6.47 and 6.48 at different values of Tp/Ts. 
However it has to be noted that in the sliding with uplift case large reductions in 
structural shear (Vs/W) for Tp/Ts value above 1 are observed (in comparison with 
sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift systems), and the normalized structural 
shear (Vs/W) remains constant at a value of 0.25 for Tp/Ts range of 1-4. 
As the time period of base isolation time period Tb is varied the variation in the 
response of structural parameters is shown in their spectra in figures 6.49 and 6.50. 
The Tp/Ts value is 2.6 and hence large reductions in structural response are observed 
from the normalized response spectra. The general trend observed for these responses 
is also that the magnitude of the response induced in the MDOF system due to pulse 
inputs is higher in comparison to the earthquake input although the trend of the 
response observed is similar. It has to be further noted that large reductions in 
normalized structural shear iys/W), top floor acceleration (amax/ap), top floor defor-
mation (Udef/cipTp), base displacement ( u b / a p T a n d normal reaction (Rn/W) are 
observed with the onset of vertical uplift at a Tp/Tb value of 0.5, for both earthquake 
and pulse excitations. Once again, the results of the sliding without uplift case have 
to be considered with caution and hence high values of normalized structural shear 
{Vs/W), base displacements (u,b/apT'p) and top floor accelerations (amax/ap) that are 
infeasible practically have been excluded from figures 6.49 and 6.50. 
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Figure 6.45 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to Pacoima earthquake record and 
its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period Ts is varied 
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Figure 6.46 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to Pacoima earthquake record 
and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as structural period Ts is varied 
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Figure 6.47 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to the earthquake record measured 
at Pacoima Dam for different Tp/Ts values 
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Figure 6.48 : Time histories of normalized structural shear, vertical displacement and 
base displacement of the MDOF system subjected to a type-Cj cycloidal pulse with 
Tp = 1.30 s and ap = 4.10 m/s2 for different Tp/Ts values 
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Figure 6.49 : Normalized structural shear, top floor acceleration, and vertical uplift 
spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to Pacoima earthquake record and 
its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb is varied 
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Figure 6.50 : Normalized top floor deformation, base displacement and normal reac-
tion spectra of the fullscale MDOF system subjected to Pacoima earthquake record 
and its corresponding cycloidal pulse as base period Tb is varied 
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6.2 Concluding Remarks 
With a few exceptions the pulse approximations chosen are able to capture the non-
linear response of the MDOF system for all the three cases considered . Even for 
cases where the approximation of the near-source ground motion is not good enough 
it is observed that the sliding with uplift system performs better in comparison to the 
other two cases (sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift) as the structural period 
is varied. When the most energetic pulse in the ground motion is distinguishable even 
in the acceleration history and is approximated well by the cycloidal pulses, then it 
is observed that the pulses are able to capture the nonlinear response of the MDOF 
system well both quantitatively as well as qualitatively. For example, Rinaldi FN, 
Erzinkan NS, are clearly approximated well even in their acceleration histories by 
the cycloidal pulse approximations chosen and it reflects in the match observed in 
their response spectrums (Subsection 6.1.3 for Rinaldi FN and subsection 6.1.4 for 
Erzinkan NS). However when the acceleration history of the near-source earthquake 
and the pulse approximation does not match well large discrepancies are observed in 
the response spectra of the MDOF system for all the three cases considered. 
The advantage of using cycloidal pulses to conduct parametric studies becomes clear 
when the conclusions drawn from the parametric study are used here to understand 
the response of the MDOF structure to complex ground motion better. For example, 
sharp spikes are observed in the acceleration history of Pacoima Dam earthquake 
record. From our previous knowledge since we know that sliding with uplift system 
performs better under for such inputs in comparison to sliding without uplift and fixed 
with uplift, we can decisively conclude that it is these acceleration spikes because of 
which large discrepancies are observed in between the response spectra of the MDOF 
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system for earthquake inputs and their respective pulse approximations. 
6.3 Summary 
In summary the response of the MDOF system for various strong ground motion 
earthquake excitations and their corresponding pulse approximations are studied for 
all the three cases: sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift. 
The normalized response spectra of the MDOF system as a function of structural 
time period Ts and base isolation time period TJ, for earthquake and pulse excitations 
are compared. The ability of the pulse excitations to capture the nonlinear dynamics 
of the MDOF system for all the three cases are studied in detail for each earthquake 
and the sensitivity of the MDOF system to earthquake ground motion is illustrated 
by comparison with pulse excitation. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this study an analytical model of a sliding isolated MDOF system with vertical 
uplift permitted is formulated and its dynamic response is studied in detail. A two-
step solution methodology is used to solve the nonlinear equations and the nonlinear 
forces acting on the structure at the sliding isolation interface are calculated using 
pseudo-force method. Using experimental data from shake table tests performed on 
a scaled test structure the mathematical model is validated and accuracy of the ana-
lytical model and the solution methodology employed is demonstrated. A parametric 
study is performed on the analytical model to study the effects of variation of struc-
tural period,(fixed) base isolation period, slenderness ratio, vertical period, and pulse 
input characteristics (ap and Tp) on the response of the MDOF system for all the 
three cases: sliding with uplift, sliding without uplift and fixed with uplift. 
The analytical model is used to simulate the response of full scale structure to earth-
quakes and their respective cycloidal pulse approximations. Comparison is made 
between all the three cases: sliding with uplfit, sliding without uplift and fixed with 
uplift for both earthquake and pulse excitations for different ranges of structural and 
base isolation periods. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 
1. Pseudo-force method is able to capture the highly nonlinear dynamics associated 
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with the sliding and uplifing in a MDOF system. This is evident from the 
comparison of experimental and analytical results in chapter 4. 
2. Sliding isolation in conjunction with uplift shows very less sensitivity to varia-
tions in the characteristics of ground motion i.e. pulse acceleration amplitude 
ap and time period Tp. 
3. Sliding isolation in conjunction with uplift is very effective in reduction of struc-
tural shear, top floor displacement and the amount of vertical uplift experienced 
by the MDOF structure for both cycloidal pulse and earthquake inputs as the 
structural period Ts is varied. The combined action of sliding and uplifting 
mechanism leads to reductions in magnitude of vertical displacement and base 
displacement experienced by the MDOF system for sliding with uplift case in 
comparison to its response for fixed with uplift and sliding without uplift cases 
respectively. The sliding with uplift system can be regarded as particularly 
effective for short duration pulses. The structural response of the fixed with 
uplift MDOF system for long duration pulses can be considered as the lower 
bound of the structural response of sliding with uplift MDOF system for long 
duration inputs. 
4. When the base isolation period becomes stiff and its time period becomes less 
than the time period of the input pulse, the sliding without uplift system expe-
riences severe motion because larger energy is imparted to the superstructure 
due to the presence of stiffer base isolation springs in the system. However 
under the combined effect of sliding and uplift sliding eliminates such severe 
ground motion especially if the structural time period Tp is close to the pulse 
input time period. 
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5. Under the combined effect of sliding isolation and uplift an increase in slender-
ness ratio leads to greater reductions in structural shear, top floor deformation, 
base displacement, superstructure accelerations and vertical displacement. The 
sliding with uplift system combines the best attributes of sliding without uplift 
and fixed with uplift systems. Less slender sliding isolated MDOF systems be-
have like a purely sliding without uplift system and as the slenderness increases 
the combined effects of sliding and uplift come into play. 
7.2 Future Work 
In the current study the combined effects of sliding and uplift on a MDOF structure 
have been investigated, in future studies the base isolation system consisting of elas-
tomeric bearings will be taken into account. The behavior of the elastomeric bearings 
will vary in a large manner due to the tendency of nonlinear behavior of elastomeric 
bearings to be influenced both by the axial load acting on it and the horizontal shear 
displacement it is subjected to. 
Further in this study the uplift considered is unrestrained in nature and the base mat 
was assumed to be resting by gravity on the foundation, in future studies the uplifting 
mechanism will be augmented with passive, semi-active devices which aid in controlled 
rocking of the structure. The behavior of the structure under the combination of 
sliding and controlled rocking would further be a very interesting one to carry and 
would complement the experimental results of this study. 
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